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ABSTRACT
THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL:
HARLEM PREP, 1967-1972
(January 1973)
Edward F. Carpenter, B.S. Long Island University
M.A. Teachers College, Coluirbia University
Directed by Nathan L. Rutstein
Hus dissertation, "The Develcpment of an Alternative
School: Harlem Prep, 1967-1972," is a case study detailing
the administrative decisions used in creating and inplerrent-
ing an alternative school to reclaim "dropouts" in Centred.
Harlem. Considerations include methods applied for the
screening of student applicants; selection of the faculty;
a description of how the process of shared-decision making
functions in school and cannunity; and techniques used for
bringing about institutional changes in college admission
policies.
In the initial chapter entitlol, "Seme Historical
Antecedents," the concept of universal education is surveyed.
The thinking of concerned educators is used to demonstrate
that the concept of universal education has not assisted the
poor. Black, and Puerto Rican student to compete in a
pluralistic-technological society
.
The inability of the public schools to educate all students
and the increasing ntmbers of students leaving high school prior
to receiving the diplana is explored.
Chapter II, "The Pillars of Harlon Prep: The Philosophy,
acuity, and Program," describes the iitportance of these
elements in operating an alternative Mgh school in a ghetto
caimunity. The concept of Hcxnoculture directed toward the
scientific development of youths for contributing toward an
ever advancing civilization is proposed. Questions concerning
the race or ethnic background of a teacher as related to
working with young people from ghetto communities is also
explored.
Qiapter III, "The Parent, Student, and Community in Decision-
ftlaJoing," explains how Harlem Prep is designed to share the
operation of the total school with these constituents. The
rational for pushing decision-making down to the lowest level
is described. Some of the problems that come about as a
result of this procedure is discussed.
Chapter IV, "A Training Center for Service in Urban
Education , " explains how misconceptions concerning the type
of education for minority youths stimulated the development
of the Student Teacher Training and Administrative Trainee
programs. The input of these future professionals and their
assistance to the school is described.
Ihe training program is designed to provide future
teachers and administrators with realistic experiences to
counteract theoretical teachings that tend to purport
that the poor
,
Black
,
and Puerto Rican students need a
different type of educational ejqjerience that that given
the more affluent youngster in Tfew York City. Those self
fulfilling prophecies that predict failure on the part of
Black and Puerto Rican youths are discussed. The nethods
of micro-teaching, and the application of J^lied Social
Psychology to the school and class groips are examined.
Chapter V, "The Organizational Structure," explains
Harlem Prep adopted an open-system for its organizational
structure. The problems resulting from an inflexible
bureacratic organizational structure as ocnpared to the
adaptiveness of a need-cycle breaking system is explained.
Chapter VI, "The Problon of Fund Raising," details the
difficulty faced by the school in obtaining governmental and
corporate support. The cost for educating a student at
Harlem Prep is shewn to be less than the cost to educate the
same student in the New York City public schools. Iifethods
for developing self-help programs are outlined. The involvement
of parent, faculty, student body, and the cemnunity in the
fund raising process is explored.
Chapter VII, "Evaluations and Reflections," deals
\7ith the success of Harlem Prep in fulfilling the mandates
of its Charter. The cliief administrator outlines a plan
for external assessment of the total school program, and
some warnings are addressed to any vjho desire to start an
alternative school.
Although the school is ocitposed of diverse racial,
political, and religious groups, the Headmaster confesses
his inability to ocnprehend the lack of financial
support fran the bulwark of the ghetto canmunities
,
the
churches. The chapter concludes with predictions for the
future of tlie alternative scliool called Harlem Prep.
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CHAPTER I
SCME HISTORICAL ANIECEDINIS
•nie purpose of tMs dissertation is to present a case study,
fron the perspective of the principal administrator, detailing the
formation of an edtemative school.
The school, located in New York City's Central Harlem, is
popularly kncwn as Harlem Prep. The legal name is the Harlan
Preparatory School, Incorporated.
According to the 1964 HAFQfOU dociment, the population density
and physical boundaries of Central Harlem are as follows;
Hourly, the boundaries of Central Harlem may
be described as 110th Street on the South;
Third Avenue on the east; the Harlem River on
the northeast; and the parks bordering St.
Nicholas, Momingside, and Manhattan Avenues
on the west.
.
This community, lying in a valley between
Momingside and Washington Heists and the
Harlem River, crowds 232,792 people within its
three and one^ialf sq\oare mile area. This rep-
resents over 100 people per acre. Given the
fact that 94 percent of its peculation are
Negro, it is not surprising that Harlem is -
frequently called a ^etto.^
%arlem Youth Opportunities Unlimited, Inc., You^ in the
Ghetto, A Study of the Consequences of Powerlessness and a
Blueprint for Ghange”(New York: HARYOb, 1^64) , p. 97, hereinafter
HARYOU.
2hARYOU, 98.
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The term ghetto , " Italicin in origin
,
was first used in
sixteenth-century Venice to designate v^ere Jews could live.
Today in /America the word refers to an area of a town or city
inhabited by Blacks or Puerto Ricans.
In New York City the areas of South Bronx, Bedford
Stuyvesant in Brooklyn, South Jamaica, and Harlem are described
as ghettos by non-residents. There is social pathology in these
sections stemming from overcrowding, squalor, deteriorated
housing, poverty, juvenile delinquency, high rates of adult
crime, and disease. The interaction of these elements fosters
instability within the individual, the family and the eoimunity
.
These are the major factors that turn the ghetto into a slum.
The reaction of people forced to live under these conditions
is resentment, rage, dispair, and frustration. The intensity
of these feelings frequently leads to violence directed toward
self, other residents of the ocmnunity
,
and toward authority
figures representing the dominant society. Harlem Prep is located
in a ghetto. Most of its students live in ghettos.
One of the most serious challenges faced by Harlem Prep in
reclaiming fonrer dropouts is to convince them that training and
education are practical means for bettering their lives. It is
particularly difficult in view of the devastating and evil effects of
- 3 -
segregation and the multiple subtleties of racial discrimination.
The claim that earUer hrmigrants and poor people used education to
raise their social and econatdc status is viewed as irrelevant.
This via/ is partially correct. Writers differ over whether or not
education played a major role in the upward mcbility of imnigrants
and the poor.
Push W^ter pointed out that in the 1900 's education offered
one way in vhich individueds mi^t rise in American society; further^
more, schools premised oonpensatiai for some of the existing gDr?!
deficiencies,^ Seen in this li^t, the public schcol had the function
of equalizing the condition of its clients by facilitating the move-
ment of the poor and disadvantaged into the mainstrean of Arerican
eccjnomic and social life.
This thinking contributed to the notion that the school was
to become the primary agent for educating the masses.
Chaurles E, Silberman offered a different view. He wrote:
Far frm being "the great equalizer," the schools
help perpetuate the differences in conditicsn, or
at the very least, do little to reduce them. If
the United States is to beceme a truly just
and humane society, the
^Ru^ Welter, Popul^ Ed^ati^ and Democra^c Thex^t in
America (New York: Colinbia University Press, 1965), p, lo9
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schools will have to do an inoonpcurably
better job than they cire now doing of
educating youngsters from minority-groip
and lcwei>class homes.
^
He further wrote:
... we have also greatly romanticized the
role the schools have played in stimulating
social and eooncmic mobility for inmigrant
and native-born lower-class people. For
some grou^, to be sure—the Jcipcuiese Americans,
the Greeks, and the Eastern European Jews, in
particular—the schools have been the cnritical
means of mobility, euid so have served to en-
large the democratic base of scx:iety.^
For most inmigrant gro\:?3S, however
—
for the Irih, the Italians, the Poles, the
Slavs, the groi:p5 vhich comprised the bulk of
the imnigration of the middle and late nine-
teenth and early twentieth c:enturies—education
was not an important means of mobility. Wages
were so low and unemploymait so frequent that
the immigrants, mostly unskilled laborers,
depended on their children's earnings as well
as their own and their wives
In li^t of the increasing rate of hi^ school dropouts in
New York City, polemical discussions have contributed little
assistance toward solution of the problem. The Black, Chicano,
^Charles E. Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom, The Remaking of
Anerican Education (Nw York: Random House, 19*76)
, p.
Silberman, 54.
Silberman, 54-55.
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poor VJiite, American Indian, and Puerto Rican have been frustrated
in their attempts to make sizable economic and social gains throu^
the traditional educational process.
Hie lack of equal educational opportunity in present day
America sit>verts the concept of universcil education. This concept
predates the Civil War. Advocates of the stature of Horace Mann,
Henry Barnard, Jchn Pierce, and Samuel Lewis strove for political
si^iport to inplement such a program. Hiey viewed the local district
school as the protector of the Repihlic, as well as the source of
the hopes and aspirations of the people.
Mann was one of the earliest proponents of the pihlic school
movement. He believed that throu^ universal education both man
and his institutions would reflect the hipest aspects of the
society. He felt that the establishment of prblic schools would
serve to deter evil, equalize hunan conditions, stabilize society,
and create more wealth. There would be a more equable distribution
of weadth, a lessening of crime, abatement of disease, longevity
, 7for the oomon man, and a happier society.
^Lawrence A. Cremin, The Transformation of the School, Progressivism
in American Education, 1876-15^57 (New York; Randcm House, 1961) , p. 8.
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Mann understood the functional relations that existed
betjtfeen freedon, self-goverrment, and universal education. He
felt that freedom could rest secure only as free men with knowledge
were ^le to make intelligent decisions. Possessing the qualities
of idealism and pragmatism, Mann recognized that knowledge weis
pcwer, but that power could be utilized for good or for evil. The
education of free men could never be merely intellectual; values
and morals were also necessary ccitponents. Yet he feared that
oo^iicts over values could be a possible source of conflict among
diverse American people. Awcu:e of the passion v^iich people held for
their religion, politics, and class, he sou^t a common value
system within vdiioh diversity mi^t flourish. This value system
was to form a new unifying philosophy that woxiLd enhance the relations
of Americans of every baokground and persuasion. His instninent in
this effort woiiLd be the cornnon school. Mann's school would be
conmon—not as a school for the corinon people, but rather as a
school oormon to all people. It would be open to all; provided by
the state and the local ocrinunity as part of the birthri^t of every
child; it would serve rich and poor alike. The school would be
tuition-free, but equal to any private institution. Finally, it would
be non-sectarian, receiving children of all creeds, classes, and
- 7 -
backgrounds. Although Mann was definitive in designating cate-
gories of people to be educated in the oomnon schools, he expli-
failed to mention Black amd American Indian youths.
There was criticism and redefinition of the schools by
John Dewey and the Progressive Education Society in the early
1900 's. Dewey viewed the migration of pec^le fron rural a-mac
to growing uii>an cities as a factor for the decline in the connunity's
ccnroitment and ability to educate the child. He postulated that
the e>^5erlence of living and working in a rural area furnished the
child with the skills and knowledge to understand the process of
the elements of production. The family and ccnmunity were adjunct
teachers, respcoisible for training the child to produce goods and
perform services. Dewey felt that the large city fostered alien-
ation, and stagnation in the child. The routinization of factory
work and the introduction of division of labor led to a moral break
between the individual cind the society. It then became the respon-
sibility of the school to provide the e:q)eriences for the pupil
wherein he could live in cooperative integration with others.
Dewey's Laboratory School at the University of Chicago was modeled
as a microcosm of his conceptualization of a democratic society.
The curriculum included development of skills in mathematics.
- 8 -
r sci0nc© f and history . "nios© aroas would hav© relevancy
for the student because they would be directly related to his life
ej^rience. In 1902 at a convention of the National Education
Association, Dewey delivered an address that defined the school as
a Social Center. His thinking was not solely philosophical. Dewey
believed that the public schools had to assume addpd dimensions to
answer the need of the emerging industrial society.®
Dewey, like Mann who preceded him, was not just a critic
of the school and its educational purpose: he was cdso an innovator
with a program for change.
During the era in vhich Mann was setting forth his views
on the formation of the cannon school to prepeire an enlightened
citizenry to live in a free society, Frederick Douglass was
fitting to enroll Black children in the public school in Steuben
County, New York. The township had secured funds to build a n&ff
school throu^ property taxation. Whites and Blacks cwning prop-
erty were taxed alike. Attempts were made to exclude Black chil-
dren by the circulation of a petition drawn up by Whites favoring
segregated ©ducatLon.
®Henry J. Perkinson, The Inperfect Panac^t American F^th in
Education, 1865-1965 (New YadT: Pandcm House, 1968) , pp. 83-^^
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In an editorial written by Douglass for the North Star
in April, 1848, the situation was described in this way:
Ihe town has just built a large and oonnodious
brick schoolhouse. They have done this by
utp^ing a special tax on all taxable property,
making no distinction on account of the color
of the persons owning it; and now that the
schoolhouse is conpleted, a petition has been
put in circulation, and has been numerously
signed by the white inhabitants, designed to
earclude colored children from the school. We
are here vhile this preposition is before the
people, and are doing our best to defeat it.^
Douglass chanpioned the cause for the ri^t of every
American to attend pihlic school without regard to race or class.
In the 1890 's, Booker T. Washington had emerged as a
Black educator. He, too, believed that education was the answer
to ihe Black man's depressed economic status, but he proposed a
different kind of education for Black people from that for Whites.
He felt that the education for the Black man should make him
hutble, simple, and of service to the oomnunity. This philosophy
tended to undermine the programs directed towcurd total equality
of the races. Washington's views of education were in conflict
^Ihe Life and Writings of Frederick Douglass, Early Yea^ ,
1818-1849, ed. Riilip S. FOner (4 volumes; New York: International
Pi±)lishers)
,
I, p. 301.
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with those of Douglass. The epitoro of Washington's popularity
witli southern and northern Whites occurred in 1895 v*ien he made
an address as a representative of the Black race at the Atlanta
Exposition. The speech, sanetimes referred to as the "Atlanta
Conpronise," served to placate the southern White who feared thart:
education of the Black man would take him away fran the farm.
Washington's speech further alienated those Blacks strug-
gling for an integrated education by these utterances
:
Ihe wisest smong ny race understand that
the agitation of questions of sociaJ. equality
is the extremest folly, anl that progress in
the enjoyment of all the privileges that will
ocme to us must be the result of severe and
constant struggle rather than of artificial
forcing. No reu:« that has anything to con-
tribute to the markets of the world is long
in any degree ostracized. It is iitportant
and ri^t that all privileges of the law be
ours, but it is vastly more important that we
be prepared for the exercises of these privi-
leges. Ihe opportunity to earn a dollar in a
factory just new is worth infinitely more than
the opportunity to spend a dollar in an opera-
hoijse.^^
Bom a slave in Virginia in 1856, experiencing severe
poverty, working in a salt mine in West Virginia as a lad, all
^^Booker T. Washington, Up From Slavery
,
in Three Negro Classics
(New York: Avon Books, 1965)
,
p. l4^.
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served to irold the perceptions and character of Washington. His
later concepts defining the type of education for Negroes, however,
were largely due to his training at Hanipton Institute, Virginia.
Hairpton Institute was founded by General Sanuel Chapman
Armstrong iimediately after the Civil Wear. Armstrong associated
the future of the South with the practical education of the former
slave to fit him for life. The basic instruction given at Harpton
consisted of manual tradning, Armstrong believed that the use
of the hands would not only increase the earning power of the
Black man, but that physical labor tended to promote fidelity,
honesty, accuracy, persistence, and intelligence.^^
Washington, concerned about the pli^t of his people, pro-
moted an educational theory progrartmatically oriented toward the
acquisition of skills and attitudes amenable to the custare of the
society of his era.
Ihe tiieory was conceptually static. It fedled to provide
for individual differences, interests, and aptitudes, the inter-
relation of education and the level of motivation in a society,
the personal goals set by the individual, and the inparted cues
^^Perkinson, 42-43.
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related to the society's e^qjectations from its youth.
E. B, Du Bois, althou^ equed.ly involved as Wash-
ington in the struggle of Black people, differed in that he
demanded full civil and human rights. Visualizing education in
the broadest sense, he wrote:
The function of the university is not sintply
to teach bread-winning, or to furnish teachers
for the pihlic schools or to be a centre of
polite society; it is above all, to be the
organ of that fine adjustment between real
life and the growing knowledge of life, an
ckdjustment vhich forms the secret of civil-
ization.
Du Bois also felt that the universities were ultimately
responsible for creating quality education in the South. He
called vpon educators. White and Black, to unite in this effort:
The Wings of Atlanta cire the coning universities
of the South. They alone can bear the maiden past
the tenptations of golden fruit . . . Sadly did
the Old South err in human education, despising
the education of the masses, and niggardly in
the si:pport of the colleges. Her ancient university
foundations dwindled and withered under the foul
breath of slavery; and even since the war they have
fou^t a fcdling fi^t for life in the tainted air
of social unrest and conmercial selfishness, stunted
^^illiam E. B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk , in Three
Negro Classics (New York: Avon Bocks, 1965)
,
p. 268.
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by the death of criticism, and starving for
lack of broadly cultured men. And if this is
the vhite South's need and danger, hew much
heavier the danger and need of the freedmen's
sons I ... VBiy not here, cmd perhaps elsewhere,
plant d^ly and for all time centres of learning
and living, colleges that yearly would send into
the life of the South a few white men and a few
black m^ of broad culture, catholic tolerance,
a^ trained ability, joining their hands and
giving to this squabble of the Races a decent
and dignified peace?
Patience, Humility, Manners, and Taste,
conmon schools and kindergartens, industrial
and technical schools, literature and tolerance,
—
all these spring frem kncwledge and culture, the
children of the university. So must men and
nations build, not otherwise, not upside down.^^
These writers were concerned with questions regarding the
purpose of education, vho was to receive an education, \hat the
content of education should stress, and vhere the funding was to
come from. Althou^ they Wcumed the country of the inherent danger
in not developing schools to turn out enli^tened citizens, their
warnings were unheeded. Today, in America, the schools are under
attack from the very society they were sipposed to civilize.
Alarmed by the rising rates of crimes committed by youths,
the increasing nunber of young people using drugs, canpus unrest.
13Du Bois, 268-69.
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racial tensions in schools, lew academic achievement, ani violence
pifolic schools, present day critics place the major share
of the blame on the schools. VJhile this controversy rages, stirients
to find a jcb in a technologiccil society continue to
drop out of school.
Like earlier critics
,
current writers approach the goals
of education, role of the school, and the extrinsic factors that
atffect the school from varied backgrounds and individual biases.
Some view the dropout himself as the problem vhile others sepcirate
the student from the problem. Daniel Schrieber wrote:
The school dropout for all the authentic concern
the public has recently shown is not a new
phenomenon, but the problem of the school dropout
is. A little more than fifteen years ago, vhen
more students dropped out of school than graduated,
there was no noticeable public concern. A bey
could leave school, find a jcb, and become an adult;
today, he quickly finds out that he is not wanted
by industry. Instead of a jcb, he has a promise
of long periods of unenployment interspersed with
short periods of working at dead-end unskilled jebs
for low wages.
Schrieber 's statement is essentially true. It has a deeper
meaning for the youth of Central Heurlem. The HAPYOU document made
^^Profile of The School Dropout , ed. Daniel Schreiber (New
York : Vintage Books, 1968) , p. 3.
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this statanent:
For Central Harlan as well as for New York
City and the nation, the nunber of teenage
youth will shew a sharp increase dxiring
the next decade. It is estimated that by 1970,
the nunber of teenage youth 16 to 21 years
of age in Central Hcirlan will increase by
40 per cent over the nunber in 1960.
. . . The
character of the city's labor market in vhich
youth must find work is described by the New
York City Youth Board:
New York City's youth must find their
place in a mairmoth, congested metro-
polis vhere in 1960, 2,600,000 workers
were aiployed in non-manufacturing
jebs. Most opportunities for private
erployment were either with small firms
or with giant firms of 1,000 employees.
... Ihere are no statistics on youth employ-
ment that pertain directly to the Harlem commu-
nity, but it has been shown that the picture
for Harlem residents is essentially the same
as that for all non-whites living in New York
City.15
The document also indicated that when Centred Harlem youths
did find jobs they were in the lower-status area.^^
Edgar Z. Friedenberg surmarizes some of the qualities
associated with the dropout: He is like the Edsel and should be
taken off the production line. He lacks discipline and basic skills.
The extent of his horizons is limited to the few streets in his
1%AFY0U, 262.
^%ARY0U, 263.
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slum nei^itoihocxi. Concerned with sex and masculinity, he is
the epitone of madiisno.l7
In observing the system of values used for describing the
dropout, Friedenberg gives a prime reason why youngsters leave
school-adult insensitivity. This involved the nonverbal ccmnuni-
cation between teadier and learner. Friederberg describes it in
this manner:
What is learned in hi^ school, or for that
niatter aryvhere at all, depends far less cxi
vhat is tau^t than on vhat one actually
experiences in the place.
Friedenberg reaches the conclusion that the administration
is more concerned with keeping order than with reclaiming youngsters.
Teachers are considered corpetent to the degree that they are able
to control their classes. Since order can be sippressive when
overenthusiastically applied, schools may stifle children in the
name of peace.
l^Edgar Z. Friedenberg, "An Ideology of School Withdrawcd,"
Profile of The School Drcpout
,
ed. EJaniel Schrieber (New Yoik: Vintage
Books, 15^8)
, pp. 24-i5.
^®Edgeu: Z. Friederberg, Coming of Age in America (Nw York:
Randan House, 1963)
,
p. 40.
^^Edgeur Z. Friedenberg, "An Ideology of School Withdrawal," p. 25.
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Paul Goodnian's cbservation that the dropout is a victljn
of family tensions, cxjmrunity instability, racial prejudice,
poverty, and omotional prcblens agrees in part with the findings
of the HAR5fCXJ dociment.^O This cbservation bears closer scrutiny.
Can an assurption be maKie that the dropout possesses chauracter—
istics markedly different fron other hunan beings? Is there
definitive evidence that poverty, family problems, inner tensions,
cannunity unrest, and racial discrimination are the primary
factors that ocmpel a youngster to quit a school? True, there is
a parametric relationship between these elements amd the propen-
sity to leave school, but the tendency to leave school is not
found solely among the lower class, minorities, and the poor,
Joel Denker wrote:
Pvhlic hi^ schools in sihurbia are eaqjloding;
in the last two years boycotts, sit-ins, and
other acts of rebellion have shattered these
outwardly placid connunities . But these are
only the more visible signs of the disaffection
vhich vhite middle-class kids feel. Mary
activist students bum themselves out trying
to transform their schools. Others are too
pessimistic about the possibility of bringing
about any sihstantive changes to even try. It
is to these students that the idea of starting
2®Paul GcxDdman, "The Uhiversad Trap," Profile of The S^ool
Dropout, ed, Daniel Sdirieber (New York: Vintage Becks, 1968), p. 26.
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their cwn school, outside the system, has the
appeal. All over the country, small
^ups of students are beginning to bani togetherin ord^ to form free schools. They are doing
this vdth the aid of discontented teachers, parents,
and other friendly souls, but it is their own
boldness, more than anything else, that supplies
the real energy for these projects. Dropping
out of school mecins not OTily overccming the resist-
ance of one's parents but also confronting the
many regulations which the state has set up to
hedge in the freedom of the young—the oorpulsory
attendance, labor, anti-loitering, and other laws.
Already a newsletter. The New Schools Exchange
,
has been started to serve as a clearin^ouse of
information for people who want to start schools,
vho want to teach in then, kids vho want
to drop out. That many more kids cire dropping
out of school than ever before is important in
itself. Ihat th^ are drcpping out to develop
oounterM^ommunities that may in time further
destroy the legitimacy of pihlic schools in the
eyes of parents and their children is even more
significant. 21
In view of Denker's ccnments, further research into the
causes of vhy students drop out of school is indicated.
Students vho vdsh to leave school and those vho actually
leave cire found in urban and sibuiban cormunities
. Table 1
presents a picture of the public hi^ school dropouts in New
21joel Denker, "Boredom, Utopia, and 'Ur^rofessional Conduct,"'
Hi^ School
,
ed. Ronald Gross and Paul Osterman (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1972)
, pp. 179-80.
PUBLIC
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York City from 1967 to 1970. AlthoiJ^ there is a steady increase
in enrollment on a city-vdde basis, there is not a sharp increase
in the actual nuntoer of youngsters dropping out of school. This
is a partial eaqilanation for the consistency in the dropout rate,
A oonparison by boroughs shows that Manhattan had the highest
dropout rate for two years. These years, 1967 through 1969, were
also the formative years of Harlem Prep. The borou^ of Manhat-
tan and the Bronx have the hipest rate of dropouts, with Brooklyn,
Queens, and Staten Island following in descending order. For the
three years covered by the table, the boroughs of Manhattan, Bronx,
and Brooklyn had a hi^er dropout rate than New York City hed for
the same period.
It is difficult to view these figures with ccnplete detach-
ment. These nurrbers r^resent human beings. They do not tell the
story of the desperation, feelings of edienation, and the fear ex-
perienced by the drcpout vho often hides these feelings, even from
himself.
This stucfy has significance for the school administrator
vho may desire to democratize his school throu^ shared decision-
making. There are ideas for the si^jervisor vho seeks to approach
teacher education and observation in non-treiditicanal ways. There
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is encxDuragement for the teacher dedicated to humanizing relations
ii^ the classroom. Through learning of the progress of the students
at Harlem Prep, students contenplating drojping out of school can
tind hope to stay and graduate. The involvement of our parents can
serve to inspire other parents desiring to bring about positive
changes in their schools. The acceptance of the school by the
Harlem ccannunity may suggest ways that other ghetto coninunities
could use to make their schools more responsive. It should also
be noted that in spite of the large amount of publicity given
Harlem Prep in books, magazines, newspapers, radio and television,
this is the first time that the administrator who began the school
has had the opportunity to describe tlie program at length.
The case study is delimited to discussion of the purpose
for the development of the Harlem Preparatory School as an
experiment to reclaim former high school dropouts in the New York
City area. It is concerned with the organizational structure,
administrative decisions relating to faculty, students, comnunity
groi:ps, and external organizations involved in the life of the
school
.
The importance of a meaningful philosophy for unifying such
disparate elen^ents as the faculty, students, parents, community.
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and the Board of Trustees is described. 'Hie rationale for the
use of shared decision-making and the reaction to its imple-
mentation is included.
Ihe program for orienting student teachers and administrative
trainees for working in iu±>an schools is discussed.
Hie study also considers reconmendations for the evaluation
of programs of this type, and outlines some of the strategies
used at Harlem Prep for obtaining public and private support.
CHAPTER II
1HE PILLARS OF HARLEM PREP: IHE PHILOSOPHY,
FACULTY, AND PROGRAM
The ttiilosophy of Harlem Prep
The Provisional Charter of the Harlem Preparatory School,
granted by the Board of Regents on behalf of the New York State
Department of Education on July 28, 1967, outlined the objectives
of the school in these terms;
To establiidi, conduct, c^)erate and maintain
a non-sectaricin, private, college preparatory
school for boys and girls between the ages of
15 and 21 vho have drcpped out of school, or
v)ho cure about to drop out of school, and who,
in the opinion of the administration of the
school, can be motivated to conplete a secmdcuy
education, to provide such education for such
boys and girls, and to develop liaison with a
nu±)er of colleges willing and eager to accept
such graduates; and to provide, when feasible,
tutorial and remedial instnx:±ion on the premises
for younger children vho need not be enrolled in
the formal program.
This document established Harlem Prep as a legal entity
by virtue of the authority vested in the state. New that the
objectives were specified, the Board of Trustees of the school
delegated the task of inplementing them to the Headmaster. The
- 23 -
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Headmaster felt it unwise to develop any of the school's philo-
sophies without first appraising cxorrent thinking in the camw-
nity. The administrator knew that there were feelings of bitter
disappointment throu^out the cornnunity over the lack of enforce-
ment of the 1954 Siprane Court decision.
At that time, the sociologioal reality of Central Harlem
was ferment, conflict, disillusiorment, with a concomitant
hei^tened politiced awareness. There were new social, political,
religious forces vhose inpetus came from grassroot leaders.
These leaders were able to articulate the feelings of the oormu-
nity vhile channeling them into political action. They spoke of
the reinforcing factors of the collective feeling of powerlessness,
and the individual's reaction to the essential inpotence of his
minority status. They were not concerned with accannbdation nor
resolution of conflict. They were more concerned with the insti-
tutionalization of these two elements at the collective level to
develop political power for the coninunity.
Prior to 1968 one nd^t say with a hi^ degree of certainty
that the people of Central Harlem were primarily Democrats. The
new leaders, for the most part young people, spoke pifclicly about
the basic racial conflicts and feelings of anbivcilence that persisted
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even anong the nore liberal facUon of the Darocratic Party.
They stated that even the most highly prepared and experienced
Black man was denied hi^ level policy making positions in New
York City. Tliey felt this to be particularly true vrtien the Black
man was kncwn to be militant or politiccdly astute.
This new grassroot grov:p formed a political elite who
purported that they spoke for the Blacks in the oonnunity. They
were independent, sonber, and popular among the you^. Aware of
the potential political pcwer in Harlem, they organized voter
registration drives among welfare mothers. United Nei^iboihood
Boards, former drug addicts, and the poor. They encouraged bloc
voting. The ccmminity Wcis told to use their votes as a resource
to negotiate with the bidder vho offered them the best deal.
There was a new identification with Africa by the young.
Many people adopted names believed to be African in origin* There
was a resurgence of interest in African culture and the desire to
learn Swahili. People wadked adong the streets of Harlem wearing
African-styled clothing. The slogan, "Black Power," replaced
"Freedom Now." It was the time vhen pride in one's blackness
overdiadowed former feelings of racial inferiority.
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Hie traditional leaders of the past were challenged by
the emerging young spokesmen. The traditional leaders had woriced
for racial hantory and a non-segregated society. Hie new leaders
spoke of Blade autonatY and racial separateness. Respect for
law enforcement within the coranunity was minimal. A cop was the
object of suspicion i^ether White or Black. Hatred for Whites
was openly eiqiressed. Polarization between the races increased.
After meeting with coranunity groups and listening to
disparate points of view, the Headmaster made this decision.
Ethics, morad-ity, and humanity would not be sacrificed for com-
munity acc^tance of the school, nor for political expediency.
Aware that there was an element of danger in not sibscribing to
the ideas of the more militant elements of the coranunity, the
Headmaster accepted full responsibility for any future disapproval
or hostility directed toward Harlem Pr^. Hie administrator be-
lieved that this nascent institution had to enbrace a philosophy
that contained the seeds of the school's ultimate goal.
Divisiveness in the coranunity caused by inter-group rival-
ries placed the school in a sensitive position. After discussions
with representatives of the Black Panther Party, Black Nationailists,
followers of Marcus Garvey, believers of the deceased Malcolm X,
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Pan Africanists, religious leaders, noderate political thinkers,
and a group called the Five-Percenters; and following an analysis
of each groin's demands, the Headmaster deteiroined that Ha^’lem
Prep would never fulfill its purpose if it hed to serve so inary
different masters.
It becane apparent that these factions wished to change
the school's philosophy. Desiring a ccmmunity high school in
Central Harlem, they defined the purpose of the school in terms
of their cwn biases. Menfoers of these factions openly applied
pressure on the Headmaster to enroll their own students without
regard for his authority. The administrator knew that to yield
to coercion, could lead to further canramity tension, and the
possible charge of his favoring one group over another.
The administrator made the decision, and publicized it;
Harlan Prep wouild serve each student regardless of politiccil or
religious ciffiliation. It was essential for the future life of
the school that admissions criteria be based upon a principle of
justice. A persistent criticism of the city's public schools
concerned the inconsistency observed between professed philo-
scphy and stated goals. If true, such a divergence could lead
to intraorganizational confusion, reluctance on the part of the
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faculty to make decisions, and create feelings of insecurity
among the students.
Tlie Headmaster felt it iitpossible to iitplement a viable
educational program v^ere divergence between philosophy and
objectives existed. To avoid this error, the administration,
faculty, students, and parents met to discuss the topic. The
result was the formulation of the principle that school philo-
sophies must be reflected in terms of operant behavior through-
out every aspect of the schools program.
In brief, the school could not be isolated from existing
coninunity problCTis. Its clients, students vdio lived in these
areas, reflected the feelings and attitudes that permeated their
neighborhoods. Thus, the school accepted the responsibility of
assisting each student to remove any obstacle that prevented his
intellectual, physical, social, and emotional growth. This in-
spired Harlem Prep to develop principles sensitive to changing
demands, recilistic in terms of attcdnraent, just in application,
and sufficiently honest to accept criticism.
Ihe Ifeadmaster believes that the administrator starting a
new program is responsible for establishing a school climate vhere
creative energies can be released. If a program is to serve as
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a ntxiel worthy of replication, every facet of the systan must
be open to prblic scrutiny.
A supportive atmosphere encourages students and faculty
to express unpopular viewpoints or to make criticisms without
fear of administrative retaliation. The chief administrator
must possess the internal security to accept criticism without
feeling threatened. The major reason for this approach is to
facilitate school-wide coranunication. Shared knowledge eliminates
the spread of ninors and enhances the process of sharing decision-
maJd.ng.
Uie Headmaster believes that the struggle to democratize
the school must continue without abatement. Discussing derracracy
within the process of education is not the same as inplementing
it. Everyone involved in the systan must make an honest effort
to work throu^ personal prejudices, bigotries, and other stereo-
typed notions. The problem of eradicating enmity between the
races is the most challenging issue of our times.
Thus the basic philosophy of Harlem Prep is that the pui>
pose of man is to contribute to an ever-advancing civilization.
It is a morad imperative that every individual be given the
opportunity to obtain the education he needs to m^e his contn-
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bution. Because of the racial and cultural differences that exist in
the world, our students are exposed to an education that prepares one
to live and function in a multi—religious
, multi-cultural, multi-racisd.
society. Observing the accelerated pace at which man is exposed to
Tmt inventions, the adninistrator believes that education mcBt also
prepare st\jdents to live in harmony with technological advances.
Alvin Toffler uses the term "future shock" to describe the stress and
disorientation induced in individuals vhen they are sibjecrt:ed to rapid
change in a short time span.^
Ihe problem of discrimination against women still exists. The
achdnistrator adopted the policy that females may participate in school
activities cjn an equal basis with male students. This is still a dif-
icult principle to iirplement. Sane of the students are merbers of
religious groi:ps \^o teach that women are sibservient to men. To
maintain amicable relations with these groi:ps, the administration makes
no attempt to sipplant their values outside of the school setting.
Equality of men and women, hcwever, is still a tenet of Hcurlem Prep.
Althou^ the city's pvblic schools do iirpart practical kncwledge
that some students find useful, teach useful facts and skills, and
each yeau: graduate young people to take their place in the ranks of
industry, business, and government, most people agree that the public
^Alvin Ttoffler, Future Shock (New York: Bantam Books, 1970) , p. 2.
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school syston is lacking sane essentials. Young people change
jobs frequently,
-thus presenting a picture of spotty jcb records.
Ihey are overly concerned about financial rewards, and will
sacrifice job satisfaction for money. More of their time is spent
seeking pleasure. They are not overly concerned with giving
service to the less fortunate. Minority youths also behave in
this manner. Misconceptions about minority youths, however, are
discussed more fully in Chapter IV.
One must wcnder vhether this same edxx:ational system is
failing to inculcate in students the paramount moral attitudes
and spiritual precepts vhich give purpose to life and unity to
our society in this age. Specifically, pihlic school curriculum
is failing to address itself to the ultimate needs of this age,
the unity of mankind, service to mankind, and the building of
universal peace.
Insofar as moral and spiritual values are excluded from
the curriculum, the schools will continue to spawn monsters and
rear savages. i^:plicants for admission to Harlem Prep present
the same picture. They, too, are more concerned with self
than with service.
The Headmaster, after consulting with faculty and students
,
made the decision to include service as an ongoing and integral
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part of the curriculum, Ihis involved teachers, p>arents, cormunity
agencies, public schools and our students. Mministratively the
program is not difficult to begin, follow—up, and evaluate. The
Headmaster is responsible for coninunicating with organizations
who use volunteer workers. After ascertaining the nunrber of volun-
teers each organization will accept from Harlan Prep, the infor-
mation is transmitted to the faculty. It then becomes the respon-
sibility of the faculty to divide themselves into work-teams,
recruit students interested in a particular aurea of service, assign
the students to the organizations, articulate on a regular bcisis
with the receiving agencies, provide continuous guidance to the
students, and evaluate the service of the student. Student, agency
representative, parents, and teacher form the evaluation team.
Pcurents are involved because their legal consent is required when
a student is younger than seventeen.
Since the c^jening of Harlem Prep in 1967, the school has had
students serve as tutors in elementary and junior high schools.
The skills they learn in H^lem Prep are utilized without a long
lapse in time between the acquiring of the skills and their e^lication.
The students set street acadanies to tutor youngersters in their
own communities. In addition, they visit hospitals to play with
children v^o might vegetate from the lack of human contact and
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parental visits. 'Ihey assist the hospital staffs by reading to
or playing quiet games with the aged. Seme of the students renain
in school after hours and tutor others in mathematics and reauiing.
Parents, teachers, and connunity groups send children to the school
to receive remedial help. Uie school provides these services be-
tween the hours of three and five o'clock. Ihe school is cilso
opened on Saturday to provide the same services to youngsters who
walk in off of the streets sedcing help.
The students receive no pay for these services. Hie school
discovered that the e:q)erience of serving another has a positive
effect on student attitudes. The students, some for the first
time, discover that they have the capacity to care. They become
deeply involved with the hopes, fears, and cispirations of the
people they serve. Warm friendships are formed with the nurses,
doctors, socicil workers, nursing eddes, and elderly at Harlem
Hospital. They become protective of their charges and take great
pride in their smallest achievanent. Whenever one of the tutored
youngsters shows iirprovement in reading or mathematics, the Harlem
Prep tutor displays pride and joy. These students who reenter the
public schools as tutors develop new perceptions about public
education. They verbalize the difficulty involved in attenpting
to teach when the class is noisy and restive. Hiey begin to view
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the public school teacher differently. Throu^ the stixients'
involvement in the public schools, they begin to understand some
of the difficulties involved in teaching.
The Headmaster accepts the theory that behavior is learned.
Ihis theory serves as the underlying reason for developing a
service-oriented program at Harlem Prep. The characteristics
of selflessness, dedication, respect for self, and the ability to
accept and to return love are therefore learned responses. From
the inaction of the service-oriented program in the fall of 1967,
the administrator was able to detect observable attitudional changes
in the students of Harlem Prep that cire still evident today.
Ihe entire program was inspired by the philosofiiic idea that
man is innately good. Traumatic e3^)erienoes , eilthough damaging to
the youngster, can be reversed in some instances if positive human-
izing e3^)erienoes are introduced early enough. It is the school's
responsibility to serve as an advocate for the young whenever they
are abused and dehumanized. This is the policy of Harlan Prep.
One result is the unity displayed by young people toward each other
and toward the school.
The philosophy of Harlem Prep atteirpts to refocus the thinking
of our young people through the curriculum, faculty, administrative
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s^ruct^uTG, shdXBd decision-making, and total school ej^jerienoe at
least to e:q)lore these principles; Ihere vdll be equality of the
races; equality of men and wanen must be established; science and
technology must be used for moral purposes; service is to be maxi-
mized and overinvolvement in materialism minimized; and unity can
be achieved through diversity.
There is a covenant between the school and students. This
is a moral contract. Tlie goal is sinple but explicit: Every grad-
uate from Harlm Prep has pledged to give service to a comnunity
i^xn graduating from college.
Characteristics of the Faculty
In order to test piiilosophical principles, e^qslore curricular
materials for interest value with students
,
develop concepts about
student-teacher relations, and to be permitted to make mistakes
early in the program, the Headmaster eitployed instructors who pos-
essed a wide range of teaching e^qperiences and ability. The
preferred experience was teaching in junior high school, independent
school, or instructing in a college situation. The administrator
knew that the entering class had reading difficulties, problems in
relating to authoril^ figures, a professed dislike for formal schooling,
but a desire to try the path of education agcdn to change
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their lot in life. It was therefore necessary to enploy teachers
with the skills and enpathic attitudes to serve these stvxients.
When Harlem Prep first opened its doors on October 2
, 1967,
at the 369th National Guard Armory, the staff consisted of two ad-
ministrators, seven instructors, one Street Worker v^to served in
the ce^jacity of a counselor, and one Executive Secretary. Forty-
nine students were enrolled. 'Uie school used the armory as its
first home because there were no other suitable facilities in
Central Harlem in v^ch to house a school. In addition, the physicad
plant had to be able to pass the rigid tests established by the
Bureau of Buildings, the Headth Department, the Fire Department, the
Sanitation Department, and the State Depairtment of Education. Ihe
auanory met these requirements.
The Headmaster feared that the sterile, echoing, cavernous,
fort-like building would have a depressing effect on faculty and
students. This did not happen. The armory was only able to provide
one claissroom with a capacity to seat forty students, one small
auditorium, with a capacity to hold sixty people, and three small
offices for the administration. Uie physical arrangement was to
govern the thinking for renovating the sipermarket that students
now call home.
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Tlie adidnistrator observed that teacher and student began
to develop an understanding of one another. In some instances^
warm friendships developed. The faculty could adapt to crisis
situations quickly and resume classroom instruction. Students who
at first resented the physical arrangement where seven classes were
carried on simultaneously, soon grew accustomed to this situation.
This was the administrator's first experience with the open-classroom
organizational setijp. The teachers enjoyed the excitement of the
openness, and the students felt free and unoonfined.
The administrator hypothesized that one inportant charac-
teristic for successful teaching at Harlem Prep was the ability to
be flexible. Another helpful trait was a sense of humor. Knor-
ledge of sxhject matter was the primary equality needed by the
teacher. Knowledge of sihject matter, however, did not si:?jplant
other equalities. The adrdLnistrator cliscx>vered that the pixcess of
screening for possible instructors need not be cxitplec nor lengthy.
The applications for teaching pcDsitions are designed to
obtain information such as degrees earned, colleges attended, work
e:qDerience, hobbies, and the other usual vital statistics. A tran-
script is not needed for initial application for a pcDsiticsn. Harlem
Prep then follows this procedure. The applicant is interviewed by the
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chairman of the department of his specialty. Philosophy, goals, and
objectives are discussed by cJiairman and e^licant. The chairman
seeks to obtain specific information as to types of previous edu-
cational and social es^aeriences that could enhance the teaching-
learning process. The chairman probes in the areas of human re-
lations to gain a superficial idea as to the applicant's ability to
get along with people. Ihe school is p>articularly concerned about
the ability of a faculty meitber to accept a student without irrposing
his own personal value system.
If the chairman has positive feelings regarding the ability
of the ^jplicant to fimction at Harlem Prep, the next step in the
procedure is to have an interview with the Headmaster, the chairman,
and a student represaitative. Tie Ifeadmaster usually asks oie
question: "What do you do?" If the s^licant begins the dicilogue
discussing his ability to teach a subject, the administrator then
asks the specific question: "How might you deal with students
have left school with negative feelings?" If the applicant reveals
feelings of ocwioem, conmitment, and the desire to work with such a
student, they proceed to the next step. Tie applicant is a^ed to
teadti for a two-week period to ascertain v^ether or not he is com-
fortable in an open learning situation, and whether or not he is
to relate to the students. Tie student meirber of the inter-
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viewing oannittee may ask any question he desires. At the cxxiclusion
of the two-week experimental teaching period, the applicant neets with
the administrator, chairman, and a few students for an evaluation of
trial period. If t>Jo-thirds of the conmittee feel the input of
the applicant will assist in the growth of Harlan Prep, he is invited
to sign a contract.
The Headmaster freely cidmits that the process is time consuming
and costly in terms of finances and human emotion. He has found, how-
ever, that the procedure has prevented the school from having a high
turnover rate of instructors. The teacher must be pciid for the two-
week tried period, and in the event that he is not employed, the money
has been used unproductively. The two weeks that have been used as an
induction period can serve to internet the smooth flow of the teach-
ing-learning process vhen the instructor does not remeiin on staff.
In spite of these negatives, the procedure has insured that faculty
members possess the attributes necessary to \>rork effectively with
a sophisticated group of students.
A teacher's hchby may serve as a resource. Some hobbies can
serve to stimulate the student's interest in new vocational areas
and provide the teacher with materials that may motivate learning.
After interviewing one nun, the Headmaster made the discovery that
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she assisted her father in training horses vrtiile in cxillege. She
was familiar with the jargon, hopes, and expectaticais of jockeys,
and the plans of horse owners. Because of this hobby, she was able
to teach simple theories of probability to students who were not
particularly interested in the subject. Her knowledge of "odds"
and "favorites” excited the class and horse racing fonrs were used
to make the subject more realistic. Mike Williams, one of the
younger teachers, attended Harlem Prep and was graduated from Ithaca
College this past June. He was an All-Americcui basketball player
at Ithaca. He is exceptionally popular with the student body. He
uses his hohby and his education, however, to drive heme the lesson
that hobbies can have financial return viien they are accerpanied by
education.
Because establishing a high school in Central Hcirlem, iden-
tifying dropouts desiring college education, providing means for
their entering college, and influencing colleges to make institu-
tional changes for admitting dropouts were all experiraaital goals,
the Headmaster felt that the time was opportune to test the concept
of employing a faculty with diverse racial, religious, and political
backgrounds.
In order to demonstrate this cenmitment, the Headmaster pro-
ceeded with a deliberate plan for the employment of Catholic nuns.
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Jews, Protestants, Muslims, Baha'is, and agnostics as faculty
members. The administrator employed a Falashan Jew, bom in
Ethiopia; a Pakistani economics teacher v4io clained to be an
agnostic; a young Black man who taught English and was an actor;
a Baha'i v^o taught history and drove race cars as a hobby;
a young Black woman v^o served as student counselor; another
young Black man v^o taught mathematics and science; and three
White nuns who vrore black habits. One of the nuns served as the
first assistant to the Headmaster. To include someone from
the Spanish-speaking group, the Headmaster ertployed an executive
secretary v^o was Puerto Rican.
Thus, the school was started with a faculty consisting of
six Blacks, including the Headmaster; three I'Jhites, one Puerto
Rican, and one Pakistani. It was the task of the Headmaster to
mold these individuals into a cohesive group in spite of their
differences. The administrator impressed ipon the faculty that
they had no choice but to develop unified relationships to prove
to students and carmunity that unity in diversity v;as workable
at Harlem Prep.
Because the chief administrator was employed by the Board
of Trustees of Harlem Prep in August, there was a tight schedule
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to follow if the school was to open on October 2, 1967. OtployTtent
of the nine-member staff was oorpleted by the last week in Septentaer.
Ihe staff had to secure a tenporary school site, obtain a Charter
to operate as a school, screen applicants, develop a flexible pro-
gram, and develop a methodology for reaching the former dropouts.
The pressure of time was a bounty. The faculty was forced to work
together for long hours under difficult conditions. A camaraderie
developed. Ihey discovered that they had more similcurities than
differences
.
The staff was a small one; therefore each instructor had to
teach more than one subject. The Headmaster had to meet this re-
quirement cus well. He taught mathematics, psychology, and counseled
students. The assistant to the Headmaster instructed in logic and
Ehglish. The teacher of economics also instructed the political
science class. The instructors of Eiiglish taught in all areas of
Eiiglish, and served as remediad reading instructors. The African
studies teacher taught Annerican History also. As a result of this
experience, the administrator decided that an applicant for a
teaching position at Hairlem Prep must be skilled in instructing in
more than one subject area.
Ihere was another problem that had to be solved by adminis-
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tration and faculty. There were no authorities to orient the staff
on preparing the dropout for entering college. There was little
positive literature devoted to the topic of the dropout a«3 his
ciisracteristics
. Althou^ there was a plethora of writing chout
the delinquent and on gang behavior, this information was of little
value to the staff. Less than one percent of the applicants indi-
cated that they had been adjudicated to be delinquent. Besides,
they were more affiliated with militant political groi:ps than with
gangs. The Headmaster could find no infounation in the literature
concerning developing a school for dropouts vho were predominantly
Black. This made Harlem Prep an esqjerimental school. This made
the stctff pioneers in an edix:ational venture.
In the absence of such material, it became the responsibility
of the administration, faculty, and students to design a program to
meet the specific needs defined by this groip. They accepted the
challenge. When the school opened its doors with forty-nine students,
the faculty still had not finalized plans. They invited student par-
ticipation for deciding the format of courses, areas within siijjects
they desired to have stressed, and the criteria i:pon vhich grades
were to be given.
Frequait formal and informal meetings were held. The faculty
encouraged students to take an active part. They desired the students
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to leam that they were equally responsible for the s\iocess of the
school. They also wanted the students to understand that the
burden for lecuming was truly their own responsibility. These
open discussions helped to eliminate defensive reactions on the
part of teacher and student. The pronoun "we" was adopted and
used more than the pronoun "I.V The differences in race, reli-
gion, and politics did not hinder the consultative process. Stu-
dents and teachers began to relate to one another cis himan beings.
This result taught the Headmaster that involving the school in
goal-directed programs, in vhich everycme recilized their purpose,
was more effective than speechmaking and reciting slogans.
It also became apparent to the administrator that the
faculty was not as concerned with earning salcuries as they were
with serving students. Harlem Prep could not oonpete in terms of
salary with the New York City Board of Education. The teachers
called themselves "educational servants." Their behavior gave
credence to the name. They displayed humility, patience, conpassion,
and leadership when needed. It was the teachers who broke through
the Wcills of suspicion set up by the students , and demonstrated to
them that the beginning of love was but the absence of hate.
It is iitportant to diesel the notion that the faculty had
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long successful years of teaching. One of the nuns was twenty-one,
and had just graduated from college. A mathematics teacher was
twenty years old with one year of teaching experience. The oldest
manber of the faculty was fifty and had taught in college. Just
three meinbers of the faculty had teaching experience in New York
City public schools. The school's counselor, vrfx) preferred to be
called a street worker, had three years of e^qserienoe working with
young people vho were in the New York Urban League Street Academies.
The faculty's age range was from twenty to fifty. The range for
number of years in teaching was from no years of experience to
seventeen years of ejqjerienoe. Two staff menhers held the doctor-
ate degree; three held the Master of Arts; the rest possessed
baccalaureate degrees.
This information shows that teaching ejqjerienoe and age are
not ranked high on the list of qualificaticxis necessary for teaching
at Harlem Prep. Indeed, the administrator was oonoemed aboxit aca-
demic ocnpetency, but more oonoemed about the instructor's ability
to be flexible in experimenting with varied methods of teaching,
and the instructor's sincere belief that every youngster could
learn unless there was severe bredn damage or deep-seated psycho-
pathology. These were the most important guidelines for eitploy-
ment of faculty members at the inception of the school; these are
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still the principal guidelines today.
In brief, the administrator believes that in order for an
instructor to be successful at Harlem Prep, he must possess these
qualities; knowledge of his subject area; knowledge of the
coranunity in which he serves; sane understanding of the factors
that lead to a student's dropping out of school; internal security;
desire to serve; and the ability to love and accept love.
The Program of Harlem Prep
During the months prior to the opening of the school, the
faculty devoted much time to discussion of goals for the school,
the relation of goals to curriculum, and the type of education
needed to make the e:q)eriment a success. Seventy-five appli-
cations were received for entrance into the first class. Forty-
nine were finally selected. The criteria for accepting the forty-
nine were bcised on a basal reading score of 8,0, ccrpletion of
eleven years of public or private schooling, and recommendations
from the direcrtors of the Street Academies. The first class was
oonposed primarily of young people vho had attended a Street Aca-
demy.
The faculty had reviewed the applications for information
relating to age, sex, last grade ccnpleted, health, military and
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enploynent status. The administrator informally asked applicants
v*iy they had left school. The responses varied fron indifference
to learning, to statements that the school was the personal enany
of the student. Not one of the seventy-five applicants gave fi-
nancial hardship as the cause for leaving school. The recurrent
theme, hcwever, was that the sihjects tau^t in school bore no
relation to the student's surviving in everyday life. The most
popular way of expressing this feeling was to state that the si±>-
jects were "not relevant.” Formal personal interview yielded little
further information. The verbail responses did revecd student dis-
affection with the irrpersoncLlity of the p\±>lic hi^ school. There
were statements that teachers did not care about the students; that
teachers made no honest attetrpt to know the student as an individual;
that teachers were prejudiced in their handling of matters con-
cerning Blacks and Puerto Ricans. One student stated with quiet
bitterness; "The teacher stands in front of the classrocm parceling
out bits of divinity as thou^ he were God." It does not matter
vhether the cbservations of the students were absolutely true. It
is iirportant to the educator that they perceived the school and its
environment in this manner.
The faculty, knowing that the word "relevant" had deeper
inplications, held prolonged and heated discussions about the
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cxannotations of the word and the effect that words could have on
people. The administrator believed that the debate was meanigful.
Words strung together in some logical fashion determine language.
It is through words that ideas, wishes, directions, abstractions,
and progress in the human sense are promulgated. But as educators,
the staff must also be sensitive of the multitude of sounds and
rhetoric that bombard the students from all media, the purpose of
which is not the enhancement of man, but the stimulation of dcm-
ant, seoordary drives in order to impel people to purohase items
of questionable Vcilue. The staff had to become aware that words,
whose power could inspire one to loftiness, could also hurt, debase,
and become merely raucous jargon. Yet words are the necessary
means for transmitting knowledge. Knowledge, in turn, motivates
our youth toward contributing to an ever-advancing civilization.
Whatever the vord ''relevant'' meant to the student, the staff of Harlem
Prep had to bring about a change in attitude so that learning could
take on the quality of joy.
The faculty knew that vhen they discussed education in
terms of the drqpout, they were entering an uncharted wilderness.
The easy solution was to retreat behind tradition. They knew what
schools had taught their grandparents, their own parents, and them-
selves, They were in conflict over using the methods of the past.
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They did not attenpt to avoid the problem by hiding behind pseudo-
scientific theories of permissiveness, life-adjustment, and learning
for living, Ihey questioned the effectiveness of cui education for
a youth living in this age which was a replication of the education
given his grandfather. They were fearful of repeating mistakes of
the public schools; at the same time their aim was to prepare the
student for a responsible role in society. The staff agreed that
lasting discipline came from self-inposed discipline. They knew
that the students did not admire the achievements of military gen-
erals, obtains of industry, inventors of gadgets, television stars,
and politicians. Still, th^ knew that the sohool could not sustain
the hatreds borne by the students, for hatred oould lead to violence.
The transcripts from former high schools were of little help.
They did not tell of the hopes, aspirations, and true potential of
the students. They merely defined their cissumed limitations. If the
school had bcised acceptance criteria on these transcripts, few
c^licants would have even been admitted to Harlem Prep. The staff
did discover, however, that most of the students lacked purpose. It
was the Headnaster ' s belief that to be out of touch with one's
purpose was to be powerless. Subjects had to be offered that gave the
student an opportunity to discover his true worth. True, a college
degree did enhance the opportunities for obtaining a well-paying
position. True, the degree was important in a society
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v^TBirs cTBdGnt'.ials war© valuBd, Trua, money and influanoa ware
©lonnants of power; but the students had to break the lock-st^
that prevented their effec±ing orderly change in the society.
Subjects, therefore, had to offer more than factual information.
Teachers had to e^qxDse the students to concepts that addressed
themselves to the spiritual nature of man. Power is not all
physical. Students had to lecim that pcwer undirected was energy
diffused; power uncontrolled was power that destroyed; power
directed toward personal gain was not beneficial to the society;
and power used for control of others was destructive of the human
spirit.
Ihe inplications for subject matter and curriculum develop-
ment were the result of the needs presented by the students. The
t^anny displayed by former teachers, and tyranny in the streets
of the ghetto would not be perpetuated at Harlem Prep. The staff
took the position that man is not only animal; he is spiritual as
well. For these reasons, the school errbarked upon a non-traditional
^jproach to presenting subject matter, but a traditional approach
regarding grading, attendance, assignment of homework, and high
ej^jectations for the students.
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Hoonoculture in Human Developinent
One csDncept that significantly influenced the adrrdnistrator
in guiding the faculty in curriculum development and in suggesting
a model for working with students was suggested by Stanwood Cobb's
theory of Hcmoculture. According to Cci)b, the underlying thou^t
that inspires the educator and a necessary ingredient for the
universality of education is homoculture—the scientific cultivation
of man to the point of his most conplete perfectability.
Cobb uses analogies to help clarify the concept. When a
scientist is involved in the texture and food producing value of
the soil, he is involved with agriculture. The man concerned with
the development of healthy fruits, herbs, and flowers, uses the
science of horticulture. When curriculum, instruction, and the
goals of education core directed toward developing youth who
minimize concern for materialism and maximize an interest in serv-
ice, this is the process of homoculture. The root homo pertains
to the species Homo sapiens; the compound ending culturist refers
to the process of instituting a curriculum that is addressed to the
^Stanwood Cobb, HaToculture-lhe Development of the Individual
to his Highest Degree of Perfectability (Washington, D.C.: Avalon
Press, 1949)
,
p. 5.
^Stanwood Cobb, pp. 3 17.
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moral development of the student's character cancomitant with the
acquisition of other subject matter.
The Headmaster writes:
. . .v^en the educator becomes concerned with
the scientific development of youth who will
minimize concern for materialism and maximize
an interest in service, . .The educator involved
in such a program may be defined as a homo-
culturist.
Tlie subjects to be taught will not change
appreciably. Mathematics, science, arts and
crafts, philosophy, and history will still be
valuable. Foreign languages will become less
important as the sole satisfactory means for
penetrating foreign cultures since all chil-
dren will be taught, in addition to their own
language, a single universal language. The
curriculum will address itself to the ultimate
needs of this new age: the unity of mankind,
and the building of universal peace. All
courses will be designed to draw existing
knowledge into a meaningful integrated package
and to permit solution of the social and
^
scientific problems that plague mankind today.
The unified approach to curriculum as practiced at Harlem
Prep seek to reflect the needs of this age: the oneness of mankind;
the cooperation and interdependence of all nations; the moral use
of science and technology; and the spirtualization of materialistic
values. The administrator did not offer courses in Black Studies
because there wets no clear definition of that area of study.
Futhermore, the Ifeadmaster feels that if the school is to offer a
^Edward F. Carpenter, "Harlom Prep: Homocultural Education
for a New Era", World Order , V, (Wilmette, III.: Baha'i
Publishing Trust, 1970) , pp. 43-44.
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course in Black Studies, then it is only fair that courses in White,
Brorm and Red Studies be offered as well. There is a fallacy in
this type of thinking. This adininistrator believes that the evoluticxi
of man and his contribution to an ever advancing civilization is not
a function of the color of an individual's skin. Rather, it is nore
a story of the impact that spiritual leaders have had on the progress
of mankind.
These exanples are given to clarify the last concept. The
prophet Jesus taught that man must live in harmony with himself and
with his neighbor. Christianity spread throughout the Middle Ecist
to Rone. The Eiperor Constantine decreed that Christianity was to
be the official religion of Rome and all of her conquered provinces.
Islam under the spiritual irrpetus of the phophet Muhammad united
disparate warring tribes into a nation. The ethical precepts
taught by the prophet Mohammad affected the lives of people in
Africa and Eurcpe. The sciences of astronomy, mathoriatics and
medicine grew and flourished during this time. The pho^^et
Baha'u'llah taught in the nineteenth century that the world was
but one country and all men its citizens. The political embodiment
of this principle is the United Nations . David F . Trask and Glen
W, Havdces describe this progress of mankind through the spiritual
teachings of holy men as "prophetic history".
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They write;
One world is a reality. Vfe either live
together or we die together. Prophecy is an
affirmative act concerning the potential of
the future. As such, prophecy enters into the
future and can become the future itself.
Phrcphetic history is voluntarist, open,
malleable, and therefore hopefiH and
attractive.^
^David F. Trask and Glenn V?. Hawkes, '"Hie Case for
Prophetic History," Vtorld Order , IV, 4, (Wilmette, III.:
Baha'i Publishing Trust, 1970) , pp. 10-11.
CHAPTER III
1HE PARENT, STUDENT, AND COMMUNITY IN
DECISION-MAKING
The current thrust for ooraminity control of local schools
in New York City can be interpreted as student, parent, and ccm-
munity dissatisfaction with the cbjectives
,
inplementation of
progranis, and the product of the system. Some of the nost vocal
critics are former advocates for school integration. Parents,
hi^ school students, and ooninunity groups from financiedly de-
pressed areas demand that they be placed in control of educational
institutions in their neic^iboihoods
.
In the ^etto cxmmunities of the city influence of minority
and poor people on the educational systems has been minimal. The
ewcureness that the education received is inferior, that there is a
lack of accountability on the part of school personnel, that there
has been failure to iirplement quality integrated programs, and that
there is a lack of sensitivity for the needs of students in the
inner city served as a catad.yst for tiie demand for parent"control
of educational systems located within their nei^iborhood.
The term "coroonunity cxaitrol" is not precisely defined. It
55
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evokes fear and anxiety in one segment of the city, and a feeling
of strength and purpose in another segment. When defined operation-
ally, the term includes making policy, defining the curriculum,
ertploying administrators and teachers, negotiating contracts, con-
trolling the budget, having power of firing personnel, and having
the power of setting up new programs needed by the oomrunity.
Viewed from this perspective, coonunity control means the legiti-
mate authority and power for making decisions about the local schools
in the coninunity.
Ihe concept is neither new nor novel. Ihere is some
®^^snoe that parents in suburban connunities have always possessed
the power to influence their educational systems. Warner Bloom-
berg, Jr., and Morris Sunshine write of the relation that exists
between financial resources and the power to influence the school
in suburban oomnunities
:
We want the public schools in most localities
to get more money through the taxes rciised by
each district, with the intention of adding to
the total revenue v^dh the school system can
put to use. . . .Ifcwever, we do not know of
a single major flaw in the educational program
or process in public school systems that could
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be elindnated by providing less money with
v^ch to run the enterprise.^
Ihe administrator agrees with Floyd Hunter that money is
not the sole source of power and influence. In a stable ecQnaty,
however, money is a factor in determining power. Furthermore,
a relation does exist between wealth and social static
. Men are
frequently drawn together throu^ the ccrinon bond of wealth in
our society. In his postulates on power structure. Hunter writes,
"Weadth, social status, and prestige are factors in the 'power
constant.
Rcbert A. Dahl adso points out that money and influence
have an interdependence. Poor people have known about this sit-
uation for some time. They have personally esqaerienced frustration
resulting from poor education, lack of skills, marginal employment,
underemployment, poverty, and welfare. They will not accept the
same kind of life for their children. Hie youth from economically
deprived homes seek solutions throu^ joining militant groips vhose
Earner Bloomberg, Jr. and Morris Sunshine, SihuAan Fewer
Structures and Public Education (Syracuse: Syracuse university Press,
1963)
,
p. 1.
^Floyd Hunter, Community Power Structure—^A Stu^ of Decision
Makers (New York: Anchor Books, 1963) , p.
htobert A. D^l, Who Governs (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1966)
,
p. 245.
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aims are to obtain economic sufficiency throu^ any means neces-
sary.
HistoriceJJLy, the comiunity is responsible for the creation
of piblic schools. Althou^ people in the ccnmunity pay the edu-
cational costs, the schools are not ccmtrolled by people in the
oormunity. In 1967, an act by the State Legislature of New York
directed a reorganization of the New York City public school system
to provide for increased community awareness and participation in
the educational process. It was believed that more participation
in the decision-making process by the broader community would stim-
ulate new programs and develop educational excellence.^
Even with the decentralization of some twenty school districts
,
the academic performance of students has not improved to a degree
vhere one could state that decentralization is the answer to the
schools' prtblems. Parents, students, and community are still ex-
ternal to internal school decisions. One writer feels that the
v^iTrfaaiv~;rati n. structure of the piblic school system intimidates the
parents, thereby rendering them impotent to effect change. Ellen
Lurie contends that the school is to be thought of as an indifferent
^Marilyn Gittell, Participants and Participation (New York;
Praeger Pvblishers, 1967)~PP» 1“^
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monolith to be fou^t vdth until parents, students, and cotinunity
are accepted as equal partners. She writes:
Parents are afraid, and vAien we stop being
afraid, we will begin to win our battle
against the school system.
First, we are cifreiid for our children.
'Ihey are so vulnerable. They sit in those
classroonns day after day. We protest, and
then we are afraid that the teacher will find
some way to get back at us throu^ our children.
We demonstrate, and then we are afraid that
the principal mi^t take out his anger at us
on our children. Many parents have taken jcbs
as paraprofessionals in the schools not to
"sell out," but to make sure they can keep
an eye on vhat is hc^jpening, to make sure
their children are protected
. . .
Parents remain weak and divided be-
cause we cure atfraid of each other. Middle-
class parents are aifraid of poor parents;
because of that fear they did not join in
the fight for ooranunity control, even thou^
it mi^t have helped them improve the schools
in their oatmunities too. White parents are
cLfraid of black parents. Black p>arents are
afredd of Puerto Rican parents. Puerto Rican
pcu?ents are afraid of Chinese p>arents. In
every ooninunity, there is a Wedl of fecu: and
distrust vhich effectively keeps parents apart.
When will we realize that we have much more to
fear from the system than from each other?^
The feelings of fear and suspicion among parent groi:53S
^llen Lurie, How to Change the SchcoLs (New York: Vintage
BcDcks, 1970)
, pp. 266-67 ,
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described by Lune were not sufficiently strong to prevent the
fomnatron of parent coalitions
. One cscan^le was the convergent
thinking by leaders of The Congress of Racial Equality, a pro-
Bladc separatist groijp, and a White gro\:p of parents v^o, by
education, occupation, and income, could be classified as lower-
ndddle-class
. Ihis group took the name Parents and Ta:q>ayers.
Residing in Jaokson Heights, Queens, they fought the pairing of
schools vhere Black children would be sent into White schools.
In spite of their differences, they were equally hostile to the
New York City Boeurd of Education. David Rogers writes:
Feelings of adienation and powerlessness of
many citizen groups vho were unable to reach
school officiails or participate in school
decisions have also contributed to the strength
of the nei^iborhood school movement. These
sentiments apply equally to the Negro and Puerto
Ricam populations and to the lower-class and lower-
ndddle-class Whites. The recent Black Power move-
ment and demands for greater locail peu^icipation
in the running of schools in <^etto areas are
perfect exartples. Indeed, at a June, 1967, public
hearing held in Harlem by the education ocrmittee
of •the Cons-titutionad Convention, Mrs. Gunning
even acclaimed a plan of Roy Innis, then head of
Harlem CORE, for the creation of a separate Harlem
school system, indicating hew much^militant ^etto
groups and PAT can have in carroon.®
^David Itogers, 110 Li'vingston Street (New York: Randcm House,
1968)
, pp. 85-86.
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Agreement between these two groips was paradoxical in that
Harlem CORE was an affiliate of National GORE, whose civil rights
program was oonoemed with the integration of southern schools,
vhile Mrs. Rosemary Gunning, an Irish Catholic, ran on the Con-
servative Pcirty ticket in the 1965 mayoralty cartpaign, and was a
leader in Queens PAT.
Since the student population of Harlem Prep came from Brooklyn,
Bronx, Queens, and Manhattan, their parents held the same fears,
racial bigotries, and hostility for the city's school system. The
Headmaster felt that such negative feelings could possible be
transferred to Harlem Prep. The Headmaster decided to utilize
the same principles with parents that were developed to be used
with the students attending Harlem Prep. Once again, the school
would not placate any parent who harbored racial hatred toward
any faculty itember, nor would parent mentoers of diverse political
and religious beliefs be denied equal opportunity to participate
in the program.
Parent Involvement
When a student receives good grades and is satisfied with
school, a parent tends to perceive the school as benign. V'Jien
this perception is reinforced by complimentary reports of teachers
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and counselors, parents are inore apt to join the Parents-lteachers
'
Association and support the school's programs. The parents of
dropouts rarely view the public school cis friendly. These parents
knew that their children are not learning, nor performing well. As
Lurie indicated, they are frustrated from contact with bureaucratic
procedures that fail to give than the help needed to assist their
children.
When Harlem Prep was c^iened, administration and faculty
attempted to avert transfer of negative attitudes towcurd the school
by parents vho had previously eaq^erienced unsatisfactory relations
with other schoDls. Indeed, this was a sensitive problem that re-
ejuired skillful handling.
The staff found problems in conmunication between students
and their parents. Some students either refused or neglected to
fill in a parent's name <Dn the ajplic&tiai form. Seme of them
were CTancipated minors, a term used to designate young people
seventeen years or older vho si?3port themselves. Others in the
first class lived away from home. A few were married. Interviews
with individual students revealed deeper reasons for their reluc-
tance to volunteer information about parents. Their generalized
there cx»itered on the "conservative" behavior of parents in dealing
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with the pathology of the ghetto, as contrasted with the direct,
irdlitant action of the yomg. IMderstanding this difference, the
Headmaster decided to develcp programs in v^ch parents could
achieve a sense of satisfaction in the process as well as in the
end product.
The Headmaster called an all-school assonbly to inform the
students that the school needed the help of parents to serve as
advocates for the school with church, coranunity, and neighborhood
grovps. Parents were cdso needed to assist in rcdsing funds for
scholarships for the college bound students, and parents were es-
sential in the program v^ere every individual had the duty and the
opportunity to share ideas with the total group. This open appeal
lessened the resistance of the students somev^at. The staff sent
letters to parents and guardians. These letters gave information
about the school, told of sate of the goals, and invited parents
to cone to a meeting six weeks after school had been in session.
This was the tine when the students received their first report
cards.
The first formal neeting was held the evening before Thanks-
giving Day, 1967. Eighteen parents attended. The faculty vras
present and introduced to the parents. The instructors met with
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small groi:ps of parents and spoke only of the positive attributes
of the students. Refreshment was prepared by the staff and served
to parents. The Headmaster avoided reference to the students'
past performance. The parents were invited to form a parents'
association. The Headmaster made it clear that faculty and admin-
istration would only attend those meetings that parents requested
them to.
The parents agreed to have another meeting after the Thanks-
giving recess. It was also suggested that they meet on a weekly
basis in order to beocme familiar with each other. In this way,
election of officers would be based on knowledge of a nominee's
ability.
The Headmaster was invited to the next parents' meeting to
explain the school's program in detail. The parents also requested
that the Headmaster suggest possible programs that they could ini-
tiate. There were twenty-five parents at this meeting. It was
interesting and gratifying to observe that four fathers were present
at the meeting. The Headmaster was asked to answer specific questions
the parents wanted to know why the school had employed whites; why
the New York Urban League did not ccnpletely provide the funds nec-
essary to run the school; vhy Black Studies was not being given,
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and why the Board of Trustees had not met with then.
-Ihe Head-
aster answered the questions directly and honesUy. He informed
the parents that the school was dedicated toward shrinking the
social and psychological distances between people; that the New
York Urban I^gue was si:qf^rting the Street Academies and was
unable to include Harlem Prep in its budget for more than one
year. Harlem Prep was chartered as an independent school. It
could not maintain the legality prescribed by the charter unless
the school had a duly elected Board of Trustees, extemcil to the
Board of Trustees of the New York Urban League. After discussion,
the parents informed the Headmaster that they would si:pport the
school in every way they could.
The parents of Harlem Prep have been an integral part of
the school since that time. Their first major projects were to
organize the graduation prom; to provide refreshments and enter-
tairment after the first graduation exercise; to get in touch with
other parents to participate in school activities; and to elect
parents to serve on the Board of Trustees.
In the spring of 1969 , several parents consulted with the
Headmaster about the possibility of starting an evening school at
Harlem Prep. In observing the formation of the evening school as
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a stiodent, James Rogers of the class of '69 writes:
Since many potential college students work
during the day, the Parents' Comdttee of
Harlem Prep decided to open a night school.
Ihey engaged the faculty and manned the
registration for s\±>jects such as Psycho-
logy, logic, English, Math, Swahili, Typing,
and Investment Banking. Classes meet from
Monday throu^ Thursday, Here are some
reactions of the school's ni^t family:
"Harlem Prep is a challenge, a pioneer,
and a godsend. A chaLLlenge to the estab-
lishment vhich has discarded those ^ho
wish to be educated and economically bet-
ter off. A pioneer in rendering edxjcational
assistance to these people. A godsend because
we cdl ask, 'VJhere would we be without Harlem
Prep? '”7
This was another oj^rtunity to involve psurents in maJdjig
meaningful decisions about their own lives. The Headmaster sug-
gested that parents form an Education Cormittee. This Cormittee
was responsible for identifying the priorities needed to begin
the program. The Cormittee polled the parent bo(ty to ascertain
vhat sihjects were most frequently requested. There was a si±>se-
quent meeting of Comnittee menbers, faculty, and student repre^
sentatives to write a proposal. The adm of the proposal was to
furnish information on staff required, type of textbooks, date and
7James Rogers, Moja Logo (New York: The Harlem Preparatory
School, 1969)
,
p. 4.
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tims for courses, and the number of typewriters needed for the
steno-typing course.
'Ihe Headmaster desired pcirents to cissume the authority and
responsibility involved in making decisions. The parents also had
to learn and believe that they had the right to make mistakes.
The desired outcome was the development of an efficient parent
group vdio could suggest programs they felt to be needed, plan
strategies for obtaining the necessary resources, inplement the
program, and evaluate its effectiveness. The administrator felt
that such a process would serve to counteract the negative e^qjer-
iences that parents had been ej<posed to in the public schools. It
was the belief of the faculty and students that a successful evening
school program designed and directed by parents could serve as a
model for parents in other communities to onulate.
Harlem Prep lacked sufficient funds for the day program.
Therefore, there were no funds available for unbudgeted programs.
The parents decided to raise the money for the evening school by
giving dinners, dances, and holding raffles. Faculty and students
participated in these activities. In spite of their efforts, the
parents were unable to raise enough funds to pay the part-time
salaries of instructors. This, too, became a bounty. Tteadiers,
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students, and graduate students attending local colleges volunteered
to serve as instructors and tutors. Hiis action eliminated the
prcblem of finding funds for salaries.
'Ihe decision of students, teadiers, and graduate students to
support the efforts of the parents added to the feeling of unity
within the school. Students vho heretofore refused even to discres
their parents, began to evaluate parent behavior in a different
li^t; parents did have ideas for bringing about change in the
society; parents were willing to share their thou^ts with the
youth; paraits had hopes and aspirations; parents could understand
and respect the feelings of their children. Because of the mutiaally
si:pportive roles of teachers and administrators, parents invited
faculty, students, and administration to attend any of their neet-
ings.
The parents and students suggested that the evening school
be opened to people in the coftiminity vho wished to cane. There
was discussion on vhether these people should be charged a fee to
defray sane of the costs. The parents decided that Harlan Prep wcis
a corrinunity school v^ose purpose was to serve those seeing educ-
ation. No one would be asked to pay a tuition. Instead, every
evening student would be asked to sipport school affairs, and to
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be responsible for the purchase of their own textbooks.
Ihe Headmaster was worried that teachers and students mi^t
become overtired from teaching in the day and in the evenings.
Ihe parents also expressed the same ccMTcem. Both faculty and
participating students, however, were adamant. Ihey were cormitted
to serving the parents and the ccmmunity. The administration, in-
spired by the dec3ication of the faculty and students, volunteered
to teach in the evening school program as well.
The evening program was started in January, 1969, and con-
tinued until June 2, 1969. There were 179 people who enrolled and
remained for the six—month session. The average monthly attendance
was eighty-two percent. Four young pecjple attending the evening
school decided to enroll as full-time students at Harlem Prep for
the fall semester, 1969. These four young people were gradiiated
from the Prep in Ihe summer of 1970. They were all admitted to a
college and are still in attendance to date.
Parents were also ^le to achieve their desired goals. TVro
parents were able to pass the si^jervisor's examination for the New
York City Welfare Department. Twenty parents successfully passed
the examination for the Hi^ Schcxol Bcjuivalency Diploma. There
were other cjuaditative results of the program. Respecrt and affecrtion
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developed between teachers and parents. The teadiers' act of vol-
unteering their time to serve the parents was news that spread
throu^out the cannunity. Students vho served as tutors developed
respect for parents. The school gained a loyal following throu^
the service and sacrifice of the staff and student body. The ncet
salutary lesson leaunied by the pcu:ents was that they could make
decisions that would be honored by everyone connected with Heirlem
Prep.
It would be untrue to state that there was universal pcu±ic-
ipation on the part of the pcurents. From the time of the opening
of Harlem Prep throu*^ the second year of its existence, twenty-five
parents consistently supported the school throu^ attending meetings,
giving programs, and serving in airy capacity asked of them. As a
result of the lack of parent participation in the formative years
of the school, the same parents were reelected to office and to
the Board of Trustees for three consecutive years. It was not
until the middle of October, 1971, that a new president of the
Parents' Association was elected. Ihis would not have occurred
had not the president-elect resigned because of personal business.
This was also the first time in the history of the school that a
man became the president of the association. He has remained as
president adthou^ his son graduated from Harlem Prep three years
71
ago.
'The evening school program had to be discontinued becaise
the faculty and students could not work the long hours for nore
than six months. Furthermore, the school was unable to raise ad-
ditional funds for the program.
It is true to report that the parents have always supported
the school in times of crisis. They have been responsible for at-
tracting new s\:53porters to the school. They have appeared on radio
and television programs in order to pihlicize tiie school and to
radse funds. On their cwn, parents developed a scholcuehip fund
from vhich every graduating student receives fifty dollaue . They
attempt to bring about institutional changes throu^ speaking to
psuents, teachers, and administrators of schools located in ^etto
oormunities. They visit Harlem Prep freely or telephone for infor-
nation about a student.
The Headnnaster has included parents on the curriculun com-
mittee, the fund-raising oatmittee, and the school's program com-
mittee. Parents also sit on the conmittee for employment and sep-
aration of school personnel. They are a part of the ccrmittee that
writes and submits prcposads to granting agencies.
Every one of the parents serving on a ccnmittee is chosen
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by the Parents' Association. They serve for a period of ten nonths,
which is equivalent to a school year. The purpose of incluiLng par-
ents in all facets of the school program is to obtain ats much input
as required for intelligent decision-making by the administration.
Parents are considered to be partners in the decision-mciking proc-
ess. They contribute experience and ideas necessary for keeping the
school open. In terms of organizational behavior, the chief admini-
strator willingly gives \jp power in order to achieve the result of
operating an organization with an open system.
Student Involvement
The students vho seek admission to Harlem Prep often display
a ooitmon characteristic—anger. This anger is often diffused and
seldom verbalized. The most frequently asked question concerns the
rules and regulaticxis of the school. When informed that they, the
students, are responsible for the code of b^avior in the school,
they are surprised. They do ausk questions about courses given in
the school. They are puzzled because the interviewing team consists
of a faculty merber and a student. They are tense, unconmunicative,
amd suspicious in the initial stages of the interview. These are
the young people v^o left hi^ school without eaiming the diplcma.
These aure the young people labeled "dropout.” Still, they possess
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inner strength. They have been able to survive the destructive
forces of forrner schools and a hostile enviroment.
.
When Harlem Prep opened in 1967, the first forty-nine
students came from the New York Urban League's Street Acadanies.
Tdcle 2 gives a breakdcwn by age and sex of the first forty-nine
students. At this time, the students lived in the borou^ of
Manhattan, Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens, and Staten Island. There were
Black and Puerto Rican students, but no White enrollees at the time.
TABLE 2
AGE AND SEX OF FIRST OASS®
Age Mede Female
31 1
22 2 1
21 2 1
20 4
19 11 1
18 10
17 12 2
16 2
43 6
^Source; School records of Harlem Prep.
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The range in ages was fron 16 to 31. The crude nvode was
17 years, and the median age of the first forty-nine students was
19.5 years. If the age thirty was used as the cutoff that separated
youths fron older people, then Harlem Prep began with a student
population that had a generation gap. The philosophy of Harlem
Prep, however, leaves little room for the concept of a generation
gap. This concept makes for separation and places people into
categories.
The first class of students represented the diverse polit-
ical and religious groups that existed in the ccmnunities where
they lived. There were five-Percenters
,
a group of young men and
women with national affiliates. In the 1950'
,
they were cilleged
to have declared war on all Whites. There was a rash of murders
of small retail store owners in Harlan. All of these store owners
were White. In the middle 1960 's their recognized leader was a
man named William Smith. He took the name Allah and began directing
the Five-Percenters into socially creative programs. Tlie Gods, as
they now prefer to be called, desire to be addressed by their right-
eous names. Thus, they adopt arabic names and, to some degree, fol-
low the teachings of the Koran. They are serious about their academic
Our Time is Now ed. John Birmingham (New York; Bantam Books,
1970), p.3
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careers and work hard to achieve good grades. The Headmaster has
found them to be honorable, truthful, and loyal. It is interesting
to note that they had Whites as members.
There were students in the first class who belonged to the
Black Panther Party. They were political activists, militant in
program and speech, and they desired economic and political autonomy
for Black people. They wore black berets, dressed in denims, and
tended to remain apart from the rest of the student body.
Hiere were also Gcurveyites. These young people believed in
the teachings of ^farcus A. Garvey. They viewed the problems of
the Black man as basically economic. They were interested in Black
people uniting to pursue a program that would lead to economic in-
dependence. They were active, and would talk to anyone who would
listen. These students were interested in economic and business
subjects. TWO of the students belonging to the Garveyite faction
were noted street comer speakers. On Hriday evenings, when the
weather was good, they would set up a stand on 126th Street and
Seventh Avenue to speak to an assembled groi:p.
There were other students who held no formal membership with
any political group. They accepted the doctrines of Ildel Castro,
Che Guevcira, and Chairman Mao. They spoke of waging guerrilla war-
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fare, using the ghettos as their bases of operation. They were
a volatile groi:^) but unable to attract cuJherents anong the student
bocty. Seme of the Puerto Rican students were involved with the
movement to create an autanomous Puerto Rico.
The students who proselytized to convert others to their
religion were also active in the school. E>r the most part, how-
ever, this type of recruiting was rare. Sunni Muslims were enrolled.
They were quiet and dignified. They did not participate in extra-
curricular activities. They ^owed their determination by getting
good grades and by qucilifying for admittance to college. There
were a few followers of the late Malcolm X. The Headmaster was
faced with an administrative problem in keeping the faculty aware
of the hostility that existed between this faction and those stu-
dents followed the teachings of the Honorable Elijah Muhaninad.
Those students who followed Islam, as taught by their pro-
phet, the Honorable Elijah Muhaninad, were most cooperative with
the faculty and administration. They were exceptionally clean
and abstained from snoking cigarettes, or drinking alcoholic bev-
erages. They always addressed the Headmaster as "Sir.” They asked
for extra assistance whenever they encountered difficulties in a
subject. They conducted themselves with dignity and respect.
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Although respectful they would react angrily if an unkind ranark
was made about their faith, or about their prophet.
The other students were Catholics, Protestants, Jews, or
Baha'i. Three of our students said they did not believe in God.
dbey did not define their beliefs, nor would they accept other
students' definition of their beliefs. One student dejected to
the nuns' wearing habits. He told one of the sisters that he
resented the wearing of a habit in Harlem Prep. She told him
that since no one in Harlem Pr^ criticized his clothing, she did
not think it fair that he judged her as a person by the clothing
she wore. Students supported her. This act by the students ended
the critician.
There was fault-finding, and criticism of the staff and the
administration by the students. They felt that administration was
too lenient. They believed the teachers to be inconsistent in
establishing routines. They wanted to know when rules would be
posted about the armory regarding attendance, tardiness, snoking,
and student behavior. The problem was exacerbated by the late
enrollment of six students had been participating in a survival
program on Hurricane Island, off the coast of Maine. They had gone
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through a leadership Training program and felt that they had earned
the ri^t to assime leadership of the school, “Ihey were opposed by
the Pantiiers and the Garveyites vho were vying for leadership of
the school thennselves.
The Headmaster expected these reactions. Since an aspect of
the school's philosophy was to achieve unity in diversity, and
there were diverse groi:ps, tests and difficulties were expected
and welcomed. The administrator believed that the desired unity
and stetoility would only occur from the clash of differing opinions.
Nevertheless, decisions had to be made, and administrative leader-
ship demonstrated to faculty and students at this time.
The Headmaster called an cill-school assenbly. Students
were asked to sit in a circle. The adninistrator placed a chair
within the circle and sat down with the students. The students
were asked to speak openly and freely. The Headmaster listened.
As one student began to talk, another would intem^Jt. Everyone
began to speak simultaneously. The Headmaster sat quietly and
observed. The girls remained silent. A tall young man stood \ip
and looked around the circle. He was a veteran and still wore
a battle jacket. He began to speak slcwly and quietly. The other
students began to listen to him.
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He told than that he had served in the army for two years.
He became a corporal in the Medical Corps. When he was discharged,
he tried to get a job. He worked in a hospital as an aide for six
months. He left because he could not advance; he lacked the nec-
essary educational qualifications. He found out that the New York
Urban I^gue had academies that prepared you for college. He at-
tended a Street Academy for six months and was referred to Harlan
Prep. Now that he was in Harlem Prep, he would oorplete his high
school education and then go to college. He told the group that
he had never been in any school ^^ere the teachers treated the stu-
dents with so much respect. He wanted than to know that he did not
approve of their behavior nor their ranarks. He turned toward the
Headmaster and asked that he speak with the students.
The Headmaster asked vdiether someone else wanted to speak.
There was silence. The administrator spoke with the group, telling
them about the philosophy of the school that encouraged student
participation in all phases of the school's programs. The Head-
master informed the students that all codes of dress and behavior
would be decided upon by the student body. There would be no hand
raising to leave the room. Everyone was intelligent enough to
understand that if good codes of behavior were violated, the total
school suffered. If they desired to smoke and were twenty-one years
or older, they should bring in ashtrays ani smoke openly. The
school could not and would not tolerate dishonest behavior.
The concluding remarks of the Headmaster dealt with the
experimental nature of Harlem Prep. The faculty and administration
believed that our students could learn and progress. Harlem Prep
was designed to bring diverse people together. It was the pur-
pose of the school to demonstrate to the conmunity, other schools,
and to our students, that unity could be achieved in diversity. The
Headmaster warned the students about concluding that the adminis-
tration was weak. The purpose of the school was to guide, not to
lead. It was the purpose of the teachers to be enablers, not per-
suaders. The faculty were educational servants dedicated to as-
sisting each student who desired help. Students could unite and
elect a student council to work with the administration to build
a viable school, or the present fault-finding and non-productive
critician could continue/ Students were told that Harlem Prep
belonged to them. It ms their responsibility to make it a school
v^iere justice, respect, and loyalty could thrive. The administrator
asked for further questions. The group remained silent.
This was the first time that the students had openly shewn
unrest. The Headmaster learned that students were fair and con-
cerned about the school. Another lesson learned was that
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preachments could never si:?3plant consistent ethical behavior by
faculty and administration. Hie Headmaster consulted witli the
newly-formed Student Council, encouraged them to select a faculty
nerber to work with them, and meet with them vbenever they asked.
The students' first involvement with decision-making proc-
esses started with the formation of the Stixient Council. Hiis
body was the legitimate representative for the students. Tb en-
courage maximum participation, additional students from various
factions were appointed by the Council to serve on a standing com-
mittee. Hie president of the Council also served as student rep-
resentative to the Board of Trustees of Harlem Prep. He was a
voting mentoer with the same privileges and responsibilities of
other Trustees. Hie precedent for having students serve on the
hipest decision-snaking body was establidied in the school's form-
ative years. Hie school still continues this practice.
By having students, faculty, and administration serving
together on comnittees
,
the Headmaster has been able to push
decision-making down to the lowest organizational level, involve
the students in controlling their lives, and to provide for input
from multiple sources. Students share in the decision-making
process with the knowledge that their opinions are respected and
utilized. To prevent the formation of a student elitist groip.
every student has the opportunity and the right to express his
opinion, at any time.
Each standing ccrmittee is vital for the effective adminis-
tration of the organization, 'flirox#! their decisions and sug-
gestions, the Headmaster i^eived positive and negative feedback.
The Headmaster desired to provide for the just treatanent of every-
one connected with the school. In order to solve problems with
intelligence, channels of connunication were developed so that
information could flow multi-dimensionally.
The establishment of the principle of shared decision-making
eliminated discipline problems, discouraged the spreading of nmors,
made students equal partners for the success or failure of the
school, and provided realistic experiences for students to learn
hew to bring about positive changes. It was throu^ this process
that the Headmaster and faculty discovered the importance of word
usage.
The piijlic schools and news media refer to students vho
leave school as "dropouts.'' The young people at Harlem Prep de-
spised the use of the word. They felt that it debased and de-
humanized them. They felt that if they had to be called anything,
and if they had to be categorized, they preferred to be described
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as "early-sciicxjl-leavers." Harlem Prep has adopted this term in
all of its contact with the piiDlic and students. In fact, students
resented the use of metaphors that contained the word black. Ex-
aitples of some of these figures of speech may clarify this state-
ment. Our students objected to the use of sudi teme as "black
mood," "black hand," "dark deeds," '’black, magic," "a black cat
brings bad luck," "the black knight," and "a black day,"
Ihe students feel that such terms have negative connotations.
Our Puerto Rican students dentend to be called Boricuans, meaning
people of the land. They resent the name Puerto Rican because it
was handed dcwn to them from Spani^ ooixjuerors. In addition, they
resent terms like "hot tamale," and "Latin temperament." The stu-
dents serving on the curriculim comittee articulated the feelings
of the students to the faculty. This information sensitized the
faculty to the importance of the power of words. It is interesting
bo note that students do not resent the words Black Power.
Hie administrator lesumed that students feared and resented
arbitrary power. Hirou^ the process of shared decision-making, all
elements of the school, through their cooperative action, prevoit
the creation of an authoritariain administrator.
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Ocninunity Invplveinent
Since Harlem Prep was the first high schcol in Central
Harlem, its presence had to be more than a symbolic gesture. The
concept of ocfimunity participation in public school programs wcis
not new. Parents and interested ooninunity people were invited to
visit public schools during Open School Week. At these times,
roans are gaily decorated, bulletin boards are made attractive,
and children are urged to wear their best clothing.
Another annual public school ritual is the celebration of
Brotherhood Week. Recognition of the Negroes' contribution to
America is celebrated during Brotherhood Week. The program
became known as Anerican Negro History and Brotherhood Vfeek. This
was a public relations play used by administrators. If the incul-
cation of respect for diverse races and knowledge of contributions
of all Americans are included in daily teaching, then why is one
week out of the year singled out for such a celebration?
The ooniTTunity is ailso encouraged to attend Evening Mult
Classes, and public school Ctririunity Centers. They are not in-
vited to share in the decision^naking process concerning the philo-
sophy, goals, and methods of iirplementation of any programs. This
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power remains in the hands of administrators, Center Directors,
and the Board of Education of New York City.
The scarcity of information about the performance of neigh-
borhood schools, and the false irtpression that children were
learning, protected the schools from public scrutiny and account-
ability , The distance between school and conmunity became apparent
when parents learned that the schools were failing to educate their
children. Coninunity groips made the demand for quality integrated
education. This demand was not met. Ihis was a prime factor in
the development of the movement for ooninunity control.
It would have been foolhardy for the administrator of Harlem
Prep to cissume that the unresolved tensions in the ocmmunity would
have little or no effect on the school. Students and parents lived
in areas where cxamtunity groips, and school officials, were involved
in a power struggle for the control of the schools. It was the be-
lief of the Headmaster that interested oomnunity people should be
invited to share in the formtion and the development of Harlan Prep.
Harlem Prep oould demonstrate that the school was not created solely
to serve the young.
Harlem Prep was going to be used from morning until the late
hours of night. Coninunity groips needing a place to hold meetings
cx)uld use the school without payment. Musical or dramatic groups
desiring a place to rehearse would be welcomed at Harlen Prep.
The school was going to be an educational, social, cultural, and
civic center. located near main transportation systans, it could
provide multi-services for all ccmnunities in the city. A program
to keep school open continuously results in the efficient use of
space. Harold Gores, president of Educational Facilities Labora-
tories, writes:
. . . the young need to be served, but the
schcolhouse coriaitted only to the young is
too specialized for the city's^good. In-
deed, if all parts of our cities are to
becane good places for people to live, com-
mitting the schools solely to the young is
too slew a process. Adults need the school-
house as much as children do. And adults
determine vhat happens now, not a generation
henc:e. To put the matter in bluntest terms,
the schcx>lhouse in the slums should be the
people's csollege, their tewn hall, their
(cultural center, their (country olxjb, their
schcxcl.^
The administrator also believed that (ccxtinunity representa-
tives should be included in the decision-making prcxcess of the
school. Ihe Board of Trustees acscepted the idea. TVjo cemnunity
^Mario Fantini, Octmru^^ Control ^Td the Urban Schcxcl (New
York: Praeger Piiclishers, 197C))
, pp. 78-7^.
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people selected by the parents and students were placed on the
Board as Trustees. The procedure for selecting the two oomnunity
people was to have students, parents, and cxarinunity groi:ps sitodt
lists of possible candidates. Then the students and parents net
to select two people vhcm they believed to be representative of
the ideas of the school and of the various comtunities
.
Twenty-five names were si±>mitted, and candidates not elected
were asked to serve on standing connittes with parents ard students.
Eleven accepted and continued to be a part of the decision-making
team. The oomriunity people have served as advocates for the school.
Vlien problems arise outside the school that could have an adverse
effect on the school's operation, ccrnmunity people intervene on
behalf of the school.
The Bocud of Trustees found that the ejq^erience of these
Board members assisted them in creating policies that benefited
the school and the ooninunity. Inclusion of catmunity represent-
atives on the Board of Trustees along with educators, businessmen,
parents, and students, provided Harlem Prep with meaningful
leadership. Indeed, it demonstrated to faculty, parents, students,
and cannunity that the school was determined to bring educational
services to Ihe ooirmunity.
“ 8R -
On September 18, 1968, vAien the piialic schools were shut down
because of a teachers' strike, the comunity representatives or-
ganized groups who went into the streets and brought youngsters
into Harlem Prep. The school discontinued the formal instruction
of its cwn students in order to serve the youngsters forced out
of school by the teachers' strike.
This program provided the school with the opportunity to
serve youngsters of the comnunity. The success of the program
served as a model for developing a sunnmer program. Each year
since 1968, Harlan Prep has provided tutoricd cuid recreational
programs for children between the ages of ei^t and fourteen vho
live in the comnunity. Students, parents, and ccmnunity people
direct the program.
The inMclvement of the comnunity as decision-makers is an-
other aspect of the philosophy of Harlem Prep. The Headmaster
feels that some of the pathology of the ^etto can be lessened
throu^ the cooperative efforts of comnunity and educational in-
stitutions.
CHAPTER IV
A TRAINING CENTER FOR SEFVICE IN UFBAN EDUCATICN
K6nnGtJi B, Claric ocfnneri'ts on the irony and tragic inversion
of the purpose of education when Black children in ^etto schools
paradoxically lose ground in I.Q. scores as they pass on to higher
grades. In addition to losing ground in I.Q, scores, they fall
farther and farther b^nd the standard for their grcde level in
reading, mathenatics
,
and overed.1 academic performance,^
Clark writes that it is scarcely surprising that hi<^ school
dropout rates are hi^. He reports:
Of the 1,276 studoits fron four
Harlem junior hi^ schools vho started hi^
school in 1959-1960, less than half were
graduated in 1962 (records were located for
1,012; 117 others transferred to other schools.
Of the 1,012, 44,6 percent were graduated)
,
Althou^ it may be painful for Black parents to accept the
idea that their children are performing below the standards of
White youngsters in other schools in New York City, it is true.
^Kenneth B. Clark, Dark (3ietto: Dilemmas of Social Fewer
(New York: Harper & Row, 1967)
,
p. 124.
^Clark, pp, 124-26.
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•Ihe inferior academic performance by Black youths in ghetto schools
the attitudes of seme Whites who argue that this jus~
tifies continued segregation of these children. Vftien Black youths
are accepted to predaninantly White schools, only a few of the
si:?)erior Black students are admitted.
Explanations for the poor acadsnic performance, and attempts
to find a prescription to reverse the trend, have resulted in the
formulation of certain assurrptions about youths who live in the
^etto. Claric writes that the assurtptions now in vogue are:
1. That each child should be educated in
terms of his own needs and his capacities,
on the surface this seems like a perfectly
logical position and has been offered 1:^
individuals vhose hunanitarian and democratic
instincts should certainly not be questioned.
But it has led to a great deal of confusion,
misunderstanding, and injustice in the edu-
cational process.
2. That children from working-class cultures
(and this second assunption necessarily fol-^
lows from the first) need not only a different
approach in the educational process, but a
different type of education frem that provided
for children from middle-class families.
3. That one cannot expect from culturally
deprived children adequate educationcil pei>
formanoe in the classrocm because they come
from hemes in vhich there is no stimulation
for educational achievement. This generaliz-
ation is usuedly si:pported by sxxii specifics
as the absence of books from the hone and of
discussions that would stimulate intellectual
-
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curiosity, (It is assimed that in hemes
in vdiich there are books, these books are
read or that the presence of books in some
other manner influences the child in a way
relevant to his ability to learn to read
in the primary grades.) Every child has
to be tau^t how to read, however, and, as
present evidence indicates, a child vhose
parents have no books can learn to read in
school as quickly as a child vhose home is
well equipped.
4. That children from deprived cernmunities
bring into the classroom certain psychological
problems that cire peculiar to their low socio-
economic status and that interfere with the
educational process in the classroom.
5. That one can predict the future academic
success of the child by knowing his I.Q. score,
vhich is obtained early in the elementary
grades. Some educational systems begin to
give children I.Q. tests by the first or sec-
ond grade, and classify them and relegate them
to various types of educational procoedures on
this basis. The test scores will follow them
for the rest of their lives. This is considered
efficient and economic: Time is not wasted
trying to teach children vho cannot learn.
This is related to the first assuirption, that
a child idiould be educated according to his
needs, his status in life, and his capacities.^
Some of these assunptions have been seriously develc^jed by
writers \A\o sedc to pr^iare student teachers for working in uihan
schools. For exaitple, Miriam L. Goldberg writes:
The lack of adequate male identification
models in the homes of many of the disadvantaged
%lark, pp. 126-27.
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boys suggests the need for male teachers
even in the very early years. Since it is
not possible to staff a sufficient nunber
of classes vdth qualified male teadiers,
the use of male assistants or student teachers
nd^t be desirable. The long-term effects
of contact with male models in the classrooms
should be studied.^
Goldberg makes this observation:
In view of the evidence on the signif-
icant differences in attitudes, self-concepts,
and achievement patterns of boys and girls,
particularly in the Negro groi^
. . . separate
classes for boys and girls mi^t prove desir-
able. . . . Since so many disadvantaged boys
are surrounded by female authority both at home
and at school, they may need to assert their
"maleness" throu^ transgressions against the fe-
male domination. Elementciry school classes for
boys with men teachers may provide an antidote to
the largely female world in vhich so many of the
boys live. It would also be desirdDle to test
the effects of ejqxasing them to iticile teachers of
their own ethnic gro\:p v^ich, theoretically,
should increase the possibility of personal
identification.
^
7\s Claric predicted, the assurption that children from
lower-class backgrounds need a different approach in the educa-
tional process as well as a different type of education from that
for more affluent children serves as fruitful research material
^Miriam L. Goldberg, "Factors Affecting Educational Attainment
in Depressed Urban Areas," Education in Depr^s^
Passow (New York: Teachers College Press, 1^66) , p. ^3.
^Goldserg, p. 94.
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For Goldberg. She makes this prc^xDsal:
. .
.
[If] the teacher enables than (lower-
class pupils) to egress themselves with
the large muscles of the torso and limbs,
her students may make surprising Educational
progress. Other researchers have noted the
enphasis on the concrete rather than symbolic
approaches to prowess, the tendency to respond
pJiysically or by physiccil conversation synp-
tons in psychological defense situations.
Reissman's contention that "teaching
machines are likely to ^peal to the deprived
child" because of his preference for a "doing"
operation merits investigation in this connection,
in fact, any technique which will cdlcw those
vAio can express themselves more effectively
through verbal responses should be developed
and introduced ejq)erimentally, acoorpanied by
carefully controlled evaluation both in terms
of imnediate gains in achievement as well as
in terms of attitudes toward learning and
their effectiveness.^
The iiTplications of this statement bear a remarkable simi-
larity to the thinkii^ of Booker T. Washington. It, too, fails to
consider individual differences, interests, and aptitudes. Further-
more, it t<=>nds to influence the direction that curriculum developnent,
teachir^ methodology, and teacher training will take.
Hie Board of Education of New York City employs many teachers.
Supervisors, and administrators who receive their training in colleges
^Goldberg, p. 94.
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and universities located in the city. Criticism of the piiDlic
schools, by inference, is also criticism of the teacher training
programs of these institutions. David Rogers makes this same ob-
servation. Rogers writes:
The universities are a case in
point. Teachers College trained more
pec^le for service overseas and in
underdeveloped nations than it did to
work in the ^ettoes of New York City.
Until very recently, its relations with
the Harlem community were eith^ non-
existent or severely strained.
'
City College, althou^ minimally involved with the Harlem
ccmmunity, failed to establish strong linkages with ccnmunity
groi:ps to dispel questionable assuirptions about educating minority
youths. Rogers points out:
Ihe city colleges and City University
have been more involved than Teachers College
in local school matters, but until recently,
and even now, their participation as change
agents has been limited.
. . .
Hie city colleges have not only
failed to play a role as change agents, they
have actively obstructed school reform by
failing to revamp their teacher training courses
in li^t of vast demographic and sccio-economic
changes in the city in recent decades. They
are edmost as respcMisible for the schools' fail-
ures as are board officials, since they trained
^David Rogers, 110 Livingston Street (New York: Randan House,
1968)
, p. 494.
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most of these officials. If there is a New
York City education establishment, it includes
top administrators and faculty in the city
college as well as board professionals. The
links beta^een the hvo are often quite close,
with city college people serving on examining
boards in the schools, and many board offi-
cials maintaining their affiliations with the
colleges—for example, as adjunct professors.®
The Student Teacher Tredning Program
The student teacher training program, established in the
fcill of 1968, was part of Hie school's effort to demonstrate to
future teachers that the apparent genereil failure of ^etto young-
sters in the secondary schools of New York City was often due not
to personal disabilities in the students, but to the irrelevant,
discriminatory, wedc character of curriculum, school organization,
facility design, and gmdanoe efforts.
The program was also designed to provide the student teeicher
with the opportunity to interact with the students on sociad and
academic levels. Since the faculty of Harlem Prep believes that
cognitive and affec±ive learning are equally inportant in the
teaching-leaamng process, the student teacher works in a milieu
that is sipportive of this concept.
8Rogers, p. 495.
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Student teachers were not recruited. The publicity given the
school res,ulted in inquiries froti colleges and universities ebout
the program and the kinds of methods used by the teachers at Harlan
Prep. Students interested in teaching in urban areas requested
that their colleges permit them to fulfill student teaching re-
quirements at Harlan Prep. Thus, the students teachers who cone
to the school profess an interest in mhan education at the outset.
The school provides the student teacher with the opportunity
to discover vhat skills are needed by a student to work with concepts
in a sihject area, what sihjects hold interest for the student, how
to develcp appropriate curriculim materials, how to establish cri-
teria for evciluating vhat the student learns, and how to involve
the student in decision-making in every aspect of his school life.
In the attempt to provide a theoretical framework for stutfying
the student teacher's progress, the student teacher is assigned to
a chairman vho assists the future teacher to perceive his role as
a teacher, to develop an understanding of the teacher-student inter-
action, and to enhance his teaching skills. The chairman uses a
modified form of micro-teaching in the process of training the student
teacher. The student teacher prepares a scaled-dcwn lesson that is
videotaped. The lesson usually lasts from ten to fifteen minutes.
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This lesson is viewed by student teacher, chainnan, and students.
Feedback is elicited. Student teacher, chairman, and students
speak openly, for all understand that this is a cooperative venture.
In disclosing micro-teaching, N. L. Gage writes:
The idea of techniccil skills may be
illustrated by the terms
. . . cognitive
rc^port between pipils and teacher to cb-
tain inmediate involvement in the lesson.
A second technical skill is called "estab-
lishing appropriate frames of reference,"
a third technical skill is that of "achiev-
ing closure," or pulling together major
points, linking old and new knowledge, at
appropriate points within a teaching epi-
sode as well as at the end. A fourth
technical skill is that of "using questions"
in such a way as to elicit the kinds of
thou^t processes and bdiaviors desired
such as siitple recall, or concept formation,
or evaluation. . . . These technical skills
into which inportant aspects of the teach-
ing jch have been analysed . . . form the
basis for the intern's practice teaching
prior to his entrance into actual class-
rocms . This procedure is well known by
now as "micro-teaching."^
The student teacher is also taught now to develop a conceptual
franework for the stix^ of the classrocm groip as a social system.
It is vital that he understands that althoi#i students cxme from
L. Gage, "An Analytical Approach to Research on Instructional
Methods," Social Psychology of *^(hing , ed. A. Morrison^ (England:
Penguin Books Ltd. , 1972) Tpp. 48-49.
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ghetto neighborhoods, they do not necessarily bdiave asocially, nor
resist aid. Ihis concept is presented to cill student teachers in
a one hour class, held VTeekly, and tau^t by a faculty merber from
the political science or psychological disciplines. This is not a
rigid arrangement. An administrator, familiar with the sihjects,
may instruct as well. To prevent this training session from beccming
rigid, instructors approach the topic from multiple points of view.
The ultimate goal is to have the student teachers understand that
there is an interrelation and interdepenence of biological, anthro-
pological, and social psychologicad factors that interact within the
school and the individual classes. In addition, enviroimental fac-
tors have an effect on the teaching-leamiing process. TO develop
the student teachers' awareness of the dynamics of these factors,
and to lead to an understanding that the school and classes can be
viewed as social systems, the theoreticcd formulations of J. W.
Getzels and H. A. Thelen are frequently used. Like all theoretical
fonTTulations
,
this framewoik is an abstraction; this is made clear
to the student teachers. It is then used to clarify the conceptual-
ization of the school and classes as sociad systems.^®
The analytic elements involved are social systems, individuals,
W. Getzels and H. A. Thelen, "A Conceptual Framswork for the
Study of the Classroom Group as a Social System," Social P^chology of
Teaching, ed. A. Morrison (England: Penguin Books Ltd., 1972), p. 20.
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personalities, need dispositions, and individual goal behavior. The
individual goal behavior, at Harlem Prep, is a function of the goal
or goals that teacher and student agree on. This diitension may be
represented schematically as follows:
social system—individuals
—
personalities—need disposition—indi-
vidual goal behavior.
The interaction of the biological and psychological dimensions
may be e^ressed like this:
organism
-
>constitution-
-^tentialities^
individual } personality—^need-dispositions
individual
bdiavior
The anthropological and institutional interaction may be
represented in this way:
Rvalues
institution ^ expectations
ihstitutional
behavior
When cdl dimensions are brou^t together, the scheme locks like
this:
" ethos —
institution
social
system'^individual
—
organism —
^mo^
^role
val
e^qjecta-lions
-) personality—>need-dispositions
cons'lltution —)potenrialities-
^ d^erved
.
bdiaviorU
^^Getzels and Ihelen, "A Conceptual Framework for the Study of
the Classroom Groip cis a Social System," pp. 24-25.
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Ihe dhief administrator feels that the use of a con::eptual
model assists the student teacher to urderstand that a school is an
institution vhere adrdnistrators and teachers have roles. These
roles are observed throu^ the titles and jcb performances of in-
cumbents. Consistent performance in a role (jcb) leads to expec-
tations on the part of the administrators, students, teachers, and
all connected with Hcirlero Prep. Fiorthermore, understanding of the
institution, and the clientele it serves, helps to avert conflicts
regarding authority. When views on authority are convergent, there
is the possibility for shared decision-making.
Administrators^and teachers connected with teacher training
programs in colleges and universities are evidently satisfied with
the internship program of HarlOT Prep. Student teachers ccme frcm
City College, Queens College, Brooklyn College, Hunter College, New
York liiiversity, Pratt Institute, Jchn Jay College, Montclair State
College, and the African American Institute, among others.
Since beginning the student teacher training program in the
fall of 1968, sane thirty future teachers have served at Harlem Prep.
TWO of the student teachers were graduated frcm New York University
in 1971. They applied for teaching positions, and are new faculty
merbers in the English Department.
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Tlie factors that sesm to make for a successful program
are obtained from individual reports turned in to the departnent
chairmen by student teachers at the end of the training session.
Ihe student teachers report that they gain confidence because
they know that they are responsible for their class. They have
the right and are encouraged to explore different methods of
instruction. They have the right and are expected to make mis-
takes. They have the same status as any other staiff member.
The student teacher also learns that the students who are
labeled "dropout" are intelligent, can conceptualize, have aispir-
ations, and are responsive to love and respect.
Ihe Adoninistrative Trainee Program
In an alternative school like Harlem Prep, the school ad-
ministrator has a multi-faceted role and overlapping duties. He
is expected to possess at least minimal understanding of school
office management, school budget and financing, financieil account-
ing, payroll administration, purchasing, supply management, school
insurance, labor relations, school plant planning, food services,
school tran^)ortation , and education law. These areas are related
to school business administration.
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The school administrator is also expected to be familiar
with curriculum^ curriculum develcpment^ pi^il personnel services^
school organization, supervision, and evaluation. In addition,
he must be able to articulate school go2ds to the Board of Trus-
tees, and translate Board policies into viable school programs.
It is difficult for one man to master cill of these arecis. That
is why it is necessary for the chief administrator to select as-
sistants expert in some of these areas, cind to train others to
assume the administrative role. With current criticism of educ-
ation, the administrator must cilso be sensitive to connunity needs
and moods.
In a passage cited earlier, Rogers criticizes the relation-
ship among the teacher training institutions, the board of exam-
iners, and the administrators of public schools. Hie systan feeds
C3n itself—i.e., the instructors who work in teacher training
institutions al3o serve as examiners, and atployers of future ad-
ministrators; the candidates for administrative positions eventually
advance to positions of instructor, examiner, and finailly eaonployer
within the same system—there is little probability of change or
favorable response to challenges. Soluticxis to comnunity and stu-
dent problems follow oonventionail patterns. Oorpetitive insti-
tutions for the training of administrators are needed to serve as
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models for change.
The administrators of Harlem Prep had not planned to intro-
duce an administrative training program. In the fall of 1969,
William ShdLth, a student from the University of Massachusetts,
asked that such a program be started.
The Mndnistrative Shadow
Smith used the term- "adminis-trative shadow” to denote the
•trainee who actually follows the chief administrator around for an
en-tire -term as he performs his duties. The administrative shadow
learns the realistic aspects of adminis-tration as a participant-
observer.
The program is designed for the adminis-trative shadow to
remain with the Headmas-ter vhile he si:5)ervises teacher performance,
counsels students, oonsul-ts with parents, speaks with visitors,
and atteixis community gatherings. Board of Trustees meetings, and
fund-raising conferences. He assists the Headmaster in writing
budgets, originating prc^sals, allocating funds, supervising ex-
pendi-tures, reviewing fiscal reports, and developing new programs.
This model for adminis-tra-tive -training eliminates simulated
experiences and ac-tually places -the -trainee in -the work si-tua-tion.
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In the course of one term he is esqxDsed to every f£U3et of the duties
of the chief administrator. He also learns to act in crisis situ-
ations and develops techniques for the resolution of conflict.
The program is designed to receive constant feedback and
response to this input. At regular intervcils, the administrative
shadow questions or criticizes decisions made by the Headmaster.
The chief administrator must answer the trainee and respond to
the criticisms. If the administrator is unable to do so, he seeks
advice from the administrative shadow.
This is an example illustrating the activities of the ad-
ministrative shadow in one aispect of an administrator's responsi-
bility: In Deoa:tt)er of 1969, the school lacked the funds to meet
the Christmas payroll. The Boeird of Trustees, unable to raise the
funds, asked that the teachers wait for their salaries. The Head-
master decided to make another attempt to redse the money. Ife ap-
proached a major foundation to obtain a grant to meet the ^tergency.
The admdnistrative shadow acccnpanied him. The Ifeadmaster submitted
a written proposal and made an oral presentation to the officers of
the foundation. They told him that although they respected the
school's record, they considered making grants only to instituticais
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of higher learning. The administrative shadow asked to speak. By
referring to his own past experiences and ootiparing himself with
the students of the school
^
he was able to demonstrate the need
for a place like Harlem Prep, and persuaded them to make a grant
from their contingency fund to cover the payroll.
As a result of the administrative shadow's success in ob-
taining the funds, the Headmaster s&nt him to represent the school
at other fund-raising conferences, and to educationcil meetings.
Itirough these e^qserienoes, mutual trust and respect developed
between the chief administrator and the administrative shadow.
Smith is now the Headmaster of an alternative school in Springfield,
Massachusetts
.
Ihe Counselor Trainee
Another administrative trciinee, Joyce McCJoy, was a candi-
date for the doctoral degree in counseling at Teachers Ctollege,
Columbia University. She was studying to become a director of
guidance services in Texas. She was an intern at Hcirlem Prep from
October, 1971 to June, 1972.
While at the school, she worked with the assistant head-
master in educational, personal, and family counseling. She began
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with a snail minber of students who were cissigned to her for
counseling and college placanent. The number of students increased
as other students discovered that she was sincerely concerned about
their welfare and capable of helping them. She also worked with
a number of families that presented multiple prc±)l3ns. During her
first term, she organized training sessions with paraprofes-
sionals who were serving as attendance teachers. She met with the
faculty to help than inprove their sensitivity and understanding of
the personal problems presented by the students.
Through her involvenent in the school and understanding of
its purpose, she was able to apprise the recruitment officers of
Columbia University of the high intellectual attainnnents of seme
of our students, and help than gain admission to that college.
Rurthermore, she established oatmunication with other colleges
vMch accepted students frem Harlan Prep with her recormendation.
Because of her efforts, a training program involving counselors
fron Columbia University's graduate school has been established.
The training program for service in urban education is
structured to teach concepts and offer alternative models; it
also has the flexibility to permit individual expression by the
trainees.
CHAPTER V
THE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
In selecting the organizational structure best suited for
inplerenting the irandates of the school's charter, the administration
decided that the organizational structure adapted must facilitate
achievement of goals.
Althou^ a bureaucratic structure is not inherently evil
and has demonstrated that it makes for effectiveness and efficiency,
the administration rejected it as an organizational structure for
Harlem Prep. The bureaucratic stnicture was rejected because
Harlem Prep was not designed to be a profit making organization,
service was more important than efficiency, power and authority
was to be shared, the school would not be subjected to the whims
of the Headmaster, rewards would never be related to position in
a hierachy, and the school did not wish to adopt the stratification
of roles like the pihlic schools.
The cx5nc3ept of adopting a need-cycle breaking organizational
structure resulted from the writing of Katz and Kahn. Harlem
Prep was created at a time of corinunity tension and unrest. It
had to possess equality of flexibility in order to function in this
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social milieu. This meant that the school had to be able to
withstand multiple danands that were frequently oontridictory.
An organization's ability' to ad^t to its environment is discussed
by Katz and Kahn. Ibey varite:
Nothing in the production,
supportive, and maintenance subsystems
would suffice to insure organizational
survival in a changing envirorinent.
Except for the functions of procurement
and disposal, these subsystems face
inward; they are concerned with the
functioning of the organization as it
is rather than what it might beccme.
The risk of concentrating attention
and energies inward are directly
prc^rtional to the magnitude and
rate of change in thw world outside
the organization. Entemcil changes
in tastes, in cultural nocms and
values, in oonpetitive organizations,
in econanic and political power - all
these and many others reach the
organization as dennands for internal
change. To refuse' to accede to such
demands is to risk the possibility
that the transactions of procurement
and disposal will be reduced or refused,
or that the process of maintenance
will beccme increasingly difficult in
most formal organizations. There arise,
therefore, structures vdiich are
specifically concerned with sensing
relevant changes in the outside world and
translatir^ the meaning of those changes
for the organizagion.^
Daniel Katz and Robert L. Kahn, The Social
Psychology of Qrqani^tioi^ . (New York: John Wiley
and Sons, Inc., 1966), p.4i.
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The Need-Cycle Brea)djig system or organization n\ay be
defined by the elanents: The systan develops programs for
multi-service purposes, it renders service where needed, the norm
setters are not an elitst group, hut all are involved in the
life of the system, the structure enhances the opportunity for
upward mc^ility in vocational areas, and a need-cycle breaking
organization supplements older agencies with a new one, if the
older organization cannot adopt to change.
This structure supports the philosopl^ of the school, a
philosophy designed to have the organization serve the client
rather than reverse. Harlem Prep, therefore, does not have
a pyramidal organizational structure. Its form is more a series
of interlocking circles that begin and eni in a circle. See Elgure 1.
The systan is open in that it provides for quick input v^ether
negative or positive, Cortmunication is multidimensional and encouraged
by frequent informal meetings, Bculi^f students, parents and conraunity
representatives know that their wishes are seriously considered. To
provide for dennocratic treatment of all clients, representatives from
all factions at the school are represented on the Board of Trustees.
Decision making is pushed downward.
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Ihe Flow of Decisions
Ill -
The Open Classroan
Itie organizational structure influenced the adaptation of
the open-class systen of class organization. The school is made up of
clusters of snail grovps, situated in an open f^ysical envirorment.
Carpeting and acoustical ceilings absorb the noise. One can tell
at a glance whether a student is happy, sad, sick or well. The
problan of discipline is eliminated. Students and teachers learn
that they must speak in tones that do not disturb a neighboring
cluster. Students may move about freely. There is an atmosphere
of friendliness. The physical environment of the school contributes
to the effectiveness of the opened-systen. There is nothing to
conceal. There is nothing to fear. There is peace and unity.
The chief adnanistrator shares decision-making with all
concerned with the school. It takes a longer time to reach a
decision, but once a decision is agreed upon, the group works
for its success. Students who live in confined quarters, and went
to schools built like boxes, enjoy the physical and social environ-
ment at Harlen Prep. It provides then with the opportunity to interact
freely with friends, teachers and the school envirorment. This aspect
of the school may be described as the nonverbal content of the
surroundings.
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One important lesson is learned by all connected with
Harlem Prep. One is not penalized for error. Mistakes and
faculty decisions serve as material for learning. The
Headmaster listens to the advice of administrators, faculty,
students and parents. He only makes a major decision after
consulting with all factions. The Need-Cycle Breaking
organizational structure along with The Open-Classes encourage
frank oorrnunication devoid of anger.
C31APTER VI
THE PROBLEM OT* FUND RAISING
In spite of a successful record for redirecting the
educational goals of eary school leavers, and enhancing their
63ming potential through placement in colleges and universities,
Harlem Prep faces a bleak future. The school has always had
difficulty in c±>taining funds for the operation of the program.
IXiring the 1967-1968 fiscal year, the Carnegie Corpor-
ation made a $300,000 grant to the school. The grant was restricted
in that $150,000 was designated for the 1967-1968 fiscal period,
while the other $150,000 was allotted for the 1968-1969 fiscal year.
The New York Urban League was responsible for fund raising and
the fiscal disbursement of monies for the school. This arrange-
ment was necessary because Harlem Prep had not received its federal
tax exenption status. The New York Urban League charged the school
torenty percent per annum for administrative costs. Harlem Prep
therefore, had an operating budget of approximately $120,000 for
the first year.
The Headmaster is responsible for preparing the budget and
subnu-tting to the Board of Trustees for approval each year. The
fiscal year begins July first of each year and ends on June thirteenth
of the following year.
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The fiscal year extends for twelve months, while the acadatdc
school year is ten months.
The per capita cost of educating a student is the ratio
of the school enrollment for a fiscal year, to the approved budget.
The Headmaster finds this method of arriving at the per-pqpil
cost uncorplicated. The annual budget is fixed by the Board of
Trustees; the student enrollment varies, however, from year to
year.
The fact that Harlem Prep is able to admit a former
high school dropout, provide him with educational and guidance
services, and then place him in a college or university of his
choice means that the school is living up to the madate of the
charter. What is more iirportant is that the cost of educating
an individual student is less than that of the public high schools
in New York City. Table 3 shows the per capita cost from 1967 to
1972 for educating Harlem Prep students. The per capita cost
for New York City high schools ranges from $1,000 to $1,900.
Schools with special curriculums and materials for art, music
science and technical instruction have higher per capita costs.
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TABLE 3
PER CAPITA COST
Fiscal Period Enrollitvent Biadget Per Capita Cost
1967-1968 70 $120,000 $1,714
1968-1969 183 170,000 929
1969-1970 600 460,000 766
1970-1971 580 640,000 1,103
1971-1972 600 640,000 916
In the fall of 1968, the Board of Trustees
approved a budget of $60,000 for the renovation of the super-
market v^ch is now the permanent home of Harlem Prep. The
Headmaster, wishing to utilize the 10,000 square feet in the
basement, launched a program to rciise additional funds for the
renovation of that space.
The Rockefeller Find provided the money for the
rugs and acoustical ceiling. The heating and air corKiition unit
was obtained at cost from the Chrysler Corporation. The school
had to pay for delivery and installation costs. The science tables
and equipment were donated to the school by the Union Carbide
Corporation.
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Reagents, chesiacals and the other science equipment were
donated by the physiology department of the Coluntoia University
Medical school at the Presbyterian Hospital. The kitchen hard-
ware was obtained frcm a grant from the Consolidated Edison
Ccmpany. Office typewriters were purchased through a grant frcm
New York Metropolitan Life Insurance Ccmpany.
The difficulty in obtaining operating funds forced
the chief administrator to assume the role of primary fund
raiser. Desiring to provide the students with an environment
that was both pleasant and ccmfortable, Dr. Harold Gores of
the Educational Ecilities Laboratory of New York City, arranged
for the firm of Herman-Miller, Incorporated, to design and con-
tribute furniture for the main level of the school.
This provided the school with another opportunity to
involve the students in the decision-making process. IXiring
the summer months of 1970, Reward Prebst, William Stunpf , and
Themas Pratt of Herman-Miller, worked cooperatively with a cem-
mittee of students in designing the floor plap, selecting the
texture and color for chairs and cushions, and in designing
acoustical baffles that would absorb some of the noise vdnle
being movable. The designers at Herman Miller believe that
the school should do what our larger society has to do:
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be ready to encxxtpass a rich diversity of behavior and cultural
input. This thinking fits in well with the philosophy of Harlem
Prep.
The Headmaster cites these esqieriences to show that
Harlem Prep has always had friends seeking to assist the school
in achieving goals. In spite of the help from friends, the
school has always found it difficult to obtain monies for oper-
ating expenses. Seme grants are restricted and can be
only for a defined purpose. Others are quite small and provide
insufficient financicial support.
It is the practice of most foundations to award grants
for a two year period only. Corporations vrtio assisted Harlem
Prep in the formative years no longer give financial support.
The exceptions to this pattern cire Exxon, Consolidated Edison
of New York, the New York Metrepolitan Life Insurance Cenpany,
the E)rd Enindation and the John and Sheila Mosler Ibundation.
The students who attend Harlem Prep are poor. They
and their families cannot afford to contribute large sums of
money to the school. Instead, the students form work teams
v^TOse purpose is to give bcisketball games, dances, concerts,
and dinners to raise funds to keep the doors of the school
open. Tlie teachers' salaries are less than the salaries
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are less than the salaries paid to public school teachers. A
beginning teacher with a baccalaureate degree receives a starting
salary of $8,000 at Harlem Prep. This same teacher can receive
$9,980 as a beginning teacher working for the New York City
Board of Education. Administrators working at Harlem Prep receive
approximately $3,000 less per year than administrators who work
for the Board of Education. The inequity is compounded in that
the school is unable to provide the staff with adequate fringe
benefits. Still, teachers continue to ^ly for positions at
Harlem Prep.
ELscal Support from the Black and Puerto Rican
ocmmunity is poor. Sipport from community churces is also poor.
This is difficult to explain because the students attending Harlem
Prep have seme ties with various churches and religions. Table
4 shows the religious faiths of the students for 1969, 1970 and
1971.
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TABLE 4
RELIGIOUS FAITHS OF STODEWTS
^iths 1969 1970 1971
Protestants 33% 41% 46%
Catholics 28% 18% 20%
Jews 1% 0 0
aiashan Jews 2% 4% 3%
Sunni Muslims 4% 2% 1%
Black Muslims 16% 14% 12%
The Gods 12% 15% 11%
Baha'is 1% 2% 1%
Buddhists 1% 0 0
No Religion 2% 4% 6%
Source: School records of Harlem Prep.
Referred to before as a group who follcw the teachings
of the Koran and the teachings of Malcolm X
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The Headmaster, faculty and students devised a fund-
raising program where representatives of the school would speak
to churches in the boroughs of the Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens, and
Manhattan. The purpose of having speakers at the churches on a
particulcu: Sunday morning was to acquaint the congregations of
the goals and success of Harlem Prep. The secondary 2dm was to
cisk the churches to lend fiscal support to the school. Letters
were sent out asking permission of the clergy to have five minutes
of the Sunday morning service to speak. Some five hundred letters
were mailed out. The school received responses from four.
It is the chief administrator's feeling that the churches
in the Black and Puerto Rican ocrmunities cire still the spiritual
magnet of these coniTtunities. Churches are still the spiritual and
social centers in ghetto communities. They represent a source of
power that is important in the lives of residents. Harlem Prep
must find a method of attracting the support of the community
churches. That is the reason that faculty and students have
coined the phrase, "Consecration for Education." This is a plea
to the spiritual leaders in the ghetto comnunities to view Harlem
Prep as a contributing agency in the life of the residents of ghetto
communities.
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Harlem Prep must have broad-based fiscal si:5]port. Uie
city, state, and federal governments, business, industry, and foun-
dations must contribute varying amounts of money until the school
can develop moneymaking programs. What is mcare iitportant for the
fiscal hesd-th of the school is the participation of the faculty,
students, and parents in developing self-help programs. Harlan
Prep must not contribute to the welfare syndrome where individual
initiative is stunted. Students must acquire the understanding
that they have the power to work for the school to lessen the fi-
nancial bind.
It was encouraging to see the Parents Association form
a coalition with ccmnunity people in presenting a concert at Alice
'hilly Hall, Lincoln Center, during May, 1972. The program featured
Sanny Davis, Jr.
,
entertained the audience for than one hour.
He was so moved by the reception of the audience that he pledged
his talents and service to the ^yjung pec^le of Harlem Prep vdien-
ever they needed him.
Although city, state federal and federal and corporate
si:pport is not forthcoming, Harlan Prep is determined to keep its
program going. No matter v^t the outcome, everyone associated
with H^lem Prep can be proud to make the claim that the school
can educate the "uneducables" and for less money allotted by the
New York City public school.
CHAPTER VII
EVAULJATIGNS AND REFLECTIONS
One methc3d of evaluating the production of Harlem Prep
is by making a head count of the graduates who were admitted to
college. Table 5 shows the annual number of graduates;
TABLE 5
THE ANNUAL NUMBER OF GRADUATES
Year
\
Enrol.
1
NO. of Grads.
June, 1968 75 35
June, 1969 183 67
June, 1970 600 83
June, 1971 580 126
June, 1972 600 155
Total 466
Eleven of Harlem Prep's graduates frcm the class of
1968
ccmpleted the baccaulaureate in dime, 1972. Ibur are
new teaching
at Harlem Prep, the other six are continuing
their education in
graduate schools. Ejut of the students frcm the class
of 1969
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niade the Dean's list in their sophonore year. One student,
Michael Williams, was an all-Anerican Basketball star at Ithaca
College. Mike is now teaching mathematics at Harlem Prep and is
the Basketball Coach. One of our graduates from the class of 1968
has received a four year scholarship to medical school.
Graduates of Harlem Prep are enrolled in 209 colleges
and universities throughout the country. The school's follow-up
program however is inadequate. To receive reports about its
graduates, the school must depend upon the good will of deans
and registrars. The school does have the information that 20
students cut of the 466 graduates have dropped out of college. This
rate is lower than the national average for students leaving
institutions of higher lecuming.
The organizational structure of Harlem Prep was evaluated
John Price Jones, Incorporated in 1970. They found that the
Headmaster had too many responsibilities, and that he was maJdjig
decisions that The Board of Trustees should have been concerned
with. The report reccrtmended that a Business Manager be enployed
to handle school business administration. This would permit
the Headmaster to work with faculty, students and pcu:ents; and
to have the opportunity for creating new programs. Although the
school has employed a fiscal Officer, the Headmaster's time is
still not used in working in the areas suggested by the report.
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There have been informal evaluation of the school's program
by such writers as Charles E, Silberman, Neil Postar^an, Jonathan
Kbzol, Ronald Gross and Paul Osterman and A. Harry Passowj
in addition, Bred Hechinger of the New York Times carried a
feature story on the school in January 1, 1970 issue. These
reports are informal. The Headmaster would like to have a
formal evaluation of the School's program by external evciluators.
Harlan Prep is in its fifth year of operation with five
classes of alumni behind it, and a sixth class well on its way
to corpletion of its educational goals. It is now crucial that
friends of Harlan Prep and advocates of change in secondary
education have an in-depth assessment of the school's educational
philosophy, practice, and significance. Hopefully, a clearer
understanding of the school's resources, strengths, weaknesses
and potential will be revealed.
There must be an intensive analysis of the substantive
structure of Harlan Prep. The educational philosophy and
major operating policies of the school must also be reviewed in
depth. The study should involve an intensive analysis of the
character of the staff and student body. The educational
facilities, curriculum, administration, and college placanent
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practices should be studied in depth. The chief administrator
wculd welccme such an assessnent. It would provide the necessary
input for change and growth.
The scores obtained by entering students on a standardized
reading test is another indicator of the effectiveness of the
school's programs. Students may now enter the school with a
reading score below 8.0 In the sunmer of 1971 the school admitted
22 students v^io read at the 6.0 level on a standardized reading
test. The students attended sunmer school on a half-day basis
for six weeks. At the end of the sixth week period, two students
ronained at the 6.0 reading level, 18 increased their reading scores
more than two years and two students left the program. This positive
result encouraged the Ifedersil Government to fund the school for an
Upward Bound Program.
There are problems in Harlem Prep also. Six of its young
men have died from the use of narcotics. At least one percent of
students who enter drop out of Harlem Prep. Hie Parents Association
meetings and activities are poorly attended. Not every camunity
group approves of the integrated staff and seme continually harass
the administration to change. The school has proved itself adaptable
to maintain its integrity.
REFLECTIONS
Harlon Prep was created to demonstrate to schools and to
universities and colleges that among the large numbers of dropouts,
there was a sizable number bright enough to enter these
institutions and graduate. By demonstrating the reality of this
hypothesis, it was hoped that public schools would adopt some
of the methods used at Harlem Prep.
Harlem Prep hcis had more positive results in influencing
colleges and universities than in changing the thinking of
teachers and administrators in public schools. Appendix II gives
the names of some of the colleges and universities who have made
changes in admission policies to accept a former dropout.
In spite of working with a multi-racial, multi-political
and multi-religious faculty and student body, prejudice and
racial hatred still persist in the ccmmunity and in the state.
Harlem Prep, located in Central Harlen is able to work in harmony
with diverse peoples, but, other schools in Ifew York City, either
cannot or will not.
When thinking about the esq^eriences gained by serving at
Harlem Prep, the Headmaster feels that alternative schools of
this type can serve other schools in achieving their goals.
In fact, they can be as an educational beacon in a time of darkness.
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The use of moral principles influences the students and
faculty to behave morally. The diverse cultures of faculty and
students merge together at Harlem Prep to create a school
culture based upon the enhancement of mankind. Culture is defined
at Harlem Prep as the ideals, attitudes and behavior of a
people. The ideals are the basis for the development of moral
and spiritual attitudes. The attitudes are translated into
humane behavior. Our motto "Moja Logo" is the school's belief
that there is unity in brotherhood. The school considers such
factors as manner of speech, attire, and diet as artifacts of
a culture. Although Harlem Prep is a non-sectarian school, its
character is definitely spiritual.
It would be dishonest to imply that creating an alternative
school is devoid of problems. It is only just to direct the
creator of a new school to some of Harlem Prep's problems. One
should be hesitant to begin a new school without the assurance
of a budget for at least two years. There is another caveat
to consider. Both private and public funds are more directed
to projects concerned with training for immediate job placement
of clients. Programs seeking to place young people into colleges
and universities do not attract government nor foundation
support. They must be shown that investment in the college
education of a young person will yield results that is
benificial to the individual, the oonmunity, and the nation.
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The administrator has learned that directors of urban affairs
of corporations are interested in factual fiscal data rather than
arguments about the moral responsibilities of the ooporate structure.
It is wise to use films, charts and graphs in making a presentation.
Student representatives have been effective in making presentations
for funds from corporations.
One of the most serious mistakes made by the Headmaster was
his failure to learn were the "real” coitinLinity leaders. During
the early fcill of 1968 when the school was moving into its permanent
headquarters, a groi:p of angry men came into the school. They were
known as The People's Program. They were involved with a drug
detection and prevention program. The Headmaster had not consulted
them for assistance in screening for usage of drugs in the program
at Harlem Prep. They did not want payment for the service. They
wanted to be involved. After their initial anger they became cooler
and instructed the chief administrator about the power bases in the
cxxTinunity,
For all of the heartaches in working at Harlem Prep, there
is much joy. To use the salty language of the ghetto: There is a
thin line between making it in the ghetto and (tying. Success is a
journey and not a destination — a place to go rather than a place
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to have been. It is a tinp through the maze of tenement streets
that lead to a deadend, or out.
No one enters Harlem Prep that is not changed for the
better. 'Hie spirit displayed by Harlem Prep has encouraged
others to replicate the program. There are more than 3,000
alternative schools in the country. This information was
obtained from the United States Commissioner of Education in
1972. This may be considered as a positive mandate for educational
change. Whether Harlem Prep remains open or closes, it has
touched the lives of many young people. It has caused a Black
youth to call a t'Jhite youth Brother. John Bell, of the class
of '68, describes the Harlan Prep spirit in this way:
Wfe've come out of the strain of the doing.
Into the peace of the done
For we've done so much
With so little for so long
That new ws can do anything
With nothing at all.
APPENDIX I
Coiirse Description
English Department
Reading Skills Workshop
Ihis workshop will concentrate on the form and structure
of essays, short stories, and novels. One non-fictional
work will be chosen, to practice the techniques of break-
ing dcwn terminology for better interpretation and under-
standing. In the other forms of literature, there will
be enphcisis made on studying the various literary devices
incorporated in writing. This will enable the stixient
eventually to beocme more discerning in his ability to
read for understanding and pleasure. Books and other
literary works will be assigned based on consultation
among the students and the instructor.
Creative Arts Workshop
It is believed that the broad area of this Creative Arts
Wbrkshop will mate it possible for the students to work
in areas of their particular interests. More than one
instructor will be cissigned to this course to enable
individuals to get involved in such areas as playwriting
,
dramatics, drama analysis, dance forms and other cultural
interests, based on consultation of the students and
instructors. Another English course must be taken as a
co-requisite
.
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OOTTunication Arts Workshop
Hie aim of this course is to bring about an awareness of
speech and its elements through a corparative study of
environmental speech habits. After a careful study of
the standards on vAd.dh correct speech habits are based,
each student will be able to determine his own area of
error and work on its correction. Identification of
these areas of error will be further aided through the
use of live and recorded speeches given by each student
and judged hy the class as a whole. In acccnplishing
this, the class will also become aware of the inportance
of proper listening. During a fciirly thorough review
of the background of voice mechanisn, the course will
partially enocrpass the physiology and structure which
go into the manufacturing of sound. With anple time
given to the practice of sounds in English, by the use
of poetry and discussion, the class should be able to
eaqose individual problems.
Writing Skills
Hie min goal of this course is learning to ocmnunicate to
different audiences. Students will acquire techniques for
organizing their •> deaa and developing short curticles as
well as term pap>ers, reports and other mterial raised on
factual information.
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Principles of Play Writing
This course is designed to provide students with an oppor-
tunity to lecum to write plays. All facets of this type
of writing will be explored.
Black Theatre in the 1900 's
Hiis course will focus on a study of plays written by Black
playwrights in modem times. Included will be works done
in the ^deral Hieatre and New Black Uieatre. Students
will be required to write a term paper on an independent
project and engage in class discussion.
Eastern Literature
Ttiis course presents a survey of the philosophy and literature
underlying Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, Islam and Japanese
and Chinese poetry. The goal of this course will be to gain
insights into the philosophy of the Ecistem world and to be
able to discuss and conpare various ideals presented. Other
areas of student interest may be discussed.
Creative Wtiting Workshc^
This course will be an attempt to explore self-expression
and work on develcping new forms of written ocfimunication
.
Specific forms studied will include poetry, short story and
prose.
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Writing Skills Workshop
Uiis course will attenpt to give the student the basic
format of college level essays and papers. It will start
with a definition of terms used in the academic field of
English. Tbpics to be covered are basic graninar, and
organization of a paper or essay. Another of the major
aims of the class will be to enable the student to correct
and criticize his own work. Because students are likely
to be on varied levels of writing ability, each student
will be expected to consult with the teacher outside of
ClclSS.
Survey of World Literature
Ihe class will read books from various cultures, periods
of history and areas of the world. To chtain a more com-
plete understanding of the works to be read, the cleiss
will do some research into the general atmosphere of the
culture where the work originated.
Written Expression for College
Hiis course is designed primarily to help students fulfill
the various kinds of writing assignments they will be given
in college. Ihey will have an opportunity to practice
writing reports, expository papers, outlines, term papers, etc.
Ihe course is not a creative writing workshop, cd.though students
will be encouraged to express clearly their own viewpoints.
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Course Descriptic«n
Math Department
Background Math
Tlie aim is to lead to Alg^ra I, Background Math is
essentially a brush vap course in arithmetic covering frac-
tions, decimals, and percentages. Prctolem solving is em-
phasized as relating to reality of existence. The student
will be taught as an individual, tutored, or working in a
group.
Alg^ra I
Ibe edm is to use this mathematiccil shorthand to solve
the more oonplex problems of concrete reality. Areas of
special interest in problem solving will be delineated
such as for the scientist, businessman, and engineer.
Students will be taught as an individual or as part of
a groi;?). Algebra I leads to Geanetry or Algebra II.
Gecroetry As Existence
The aim is to identify, measure, and calculate the physical
concepts of space
,
time
,
and motion* "Geanetry As Existence"
involves e^loration of space as it affects the individual
and society in the reality of existence or the aspects of
space, E^ysical and the mental.
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Pre-College Analytical Geometry
'This course is designed to give the student an in depth
understanding and knowledge of the fundamentals of analytical
geonetry. ihe course is developed around the idea of point
and distance, area, volume, slope, gecraetric logic and
around characteristic relations and functions of parabolas
circles, ellipes, conic sections and limits and differentiation
of algebraic and transcendental functions.
Pre-College Trigonanetry
The course is recormended to those stixients who have basic
knowledge of Algebra and (feonetry. The topics covered in
the courses include angles and arc length, trigonotetric
functions of general and acute angles, practical application
fundamental relations and identities of different functions,
trigononetric equations, and ocnplex numbers.
Pre-College Algebra II
Hiis course is a continuaticu of Pre-College Algebra I. Vfe
will be working with equations initially and deal extensively
with word problans. If time permits, we may look at the
theory of equations and a treatment of mathematical logic.
Advanced Algebra
This course is designed for the student has been doing
well in Pre-College Algdora I, and vdio would like to move
on through the course as outlined for Pre-College Algebra II
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Advanced Alg^ra (cxan'd)
rather rapidly and get into the basics of trigoncroetry
and analytical geanetry by the end of the tern.
Grass Raots Math
Ihis is a new concept in mathematics. We will take old
and give them a new face by attenpting to relate math at its
roots to people in their everday life. The course will deal
with elementary set theory, and percentages. Practiced use
of concepts will be related to life in the ghetto.
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Course Description
Social Studies Department
Ancient African History
The class periods will be, for the most part, a showing
of slides of the art and architecture of Ancient Egypt.
The sessions will follow, chronologically, the history
of the highest civilization of the ancient world. The
history will be brought out by the momments and literature.
Ihere will be trips to iiuseums.
The course will skip from ancient times (c. 30 B.C.) to
the West African Kindcms of the Middle Ages when the Saharan
caravan routes brought gold to the north coast of Africa
from v^ere the continent of Europe was supplied with the
precious metal. Great centers along the trade-routes flourished
in art and cultxire; such as Timbuctu, Mali, Songhay, etc.
African Studies
A historical study of the efforts of the Black people in
Africa and in the New World to unite in a conmon atbenpt
to change the image of the Black man and to unite in a
ocmnon struggle against racial discrimination in the world
and for African self determination.
AIM; To illustrate that the Black people in the world
have always recognized their common racial identity
and interests.
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This course vdll explore the roles of the new nations of
Africa, and Asia in international politics with special
attention to some aspects of their foreign policies and
the various factors underlying the choice of foreign
policy goals and cicticai.
Asian Cultures
The course will introduce the student to history, religion,
0iiloscphy literature social structures and political structures
in China, Japan, and India. Major emj^iasis will be on the
20th century. The war in Indochina will be discussed at
the beginning of the course.
Introduction to Eccaicmic Iheory and History
The course introduces the student to some of the basic
content of economics in the light of both theory and history.
Topics will include the pre-market economy, the emergence
of the market society, the Industrial Revolution, industry
technology, the evolution of guided capitalism, the under-
development world, and the changing nature of the economic
problem.
Latin America; A Continent in Turmoil
What caused the Cuban Revolution? WI^ were 300 students
slaughtered in Mexico in 1968? Why do millions starve
in rich Brazil? What kind of racism exists south of the
Border? Why did the Guevara fcdl in Bolivia? Students
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Latin America ; A Continent in Turmoil
will hav0 an C3ppartunity to analyze questions such as these,
and be encouraged to reach ind^jendent conclusions through
individual and joint projects. Films, guest speakers, field
trips will be scheduled.
History of the Cit^ and Urbanization
The aim of this course is to shew the origins, transformations
influence and prospects of the city as we know it. Special
emphasis will be placed on New York, London, Paris, and Tokyo, which
have the full effects of urbanization.
20th Century History of America
This is a survey course in history, showing the socied,
political and eccaiomic factors at work. The changes of
foreign policy will be a main item of discussion.
History of W.W. I and W.W. II
Ihis course will give a historical backgroxjnd of the courses
effects and repercussions of the two major wars of the 20th
century. (It may cilso be looked upon as a study of modem
Europe.)
History of Revolution and Social Change
Drench, Russion, Chinese, Cuban, Algerian and a few African
revolutions will be covered in detail. Contarporary political
movements including Marxism, ^scism. Capitalism, Maoism,
will be studied in the second part of the course. Students
are expected to give oral reports in class and write a term
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History of Revolution and Social Change (con'd)
paper on the above topics.
Principles of Sociology I
This course is designed to create an awareness of the be-
havior and personality of pec^le accordii^ to the size
of the groi5> and the way it is arranged in space. E>r
exairple: three arrangeraents could be urban, suburban,
rural. Course materials include text and reading matericils,
field trips, groii^j encounter sessions.
Principles of Sociology II
The aim of this course is to expand on the ideas above,
v^le enlarging the study of the problems and models of
three large cities. Course requirements include text and
reading matericils, field trips, films and groi:p encounter
sessions
.
African Black Nationalism
A historical, cultural, political, economic and psychological
stu<ty of African reaction to western colonial rule from
the stage of protest and resistance movements through that
of a full blown nationalist movement. This course will in-
clude the stui^ of syrrbiotic connoetion between African and
Black Nationalian.
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Camunity Legal Prc±>lenis
The ocxnrse will atternpt to give the student a practical
view as to hew the legal judicial and administrative
affect the ocninunity. The focus will primarily be on
problems v^cii frequently arise in an urban ocninunity sixii
as housing landlord-tenant, socicil welfare and consunner
affairs. If time permits the areas of draft law and domestic
relations will also be explored.
Tlie areas of study will be determined for the most part by
the student themselves and vrfiat they feel is most relevant.
Classroom time will be devoted to the analysis of an actual
case, ^jplying the law and discussing if the law, as applied
aoccnplished v^t it was intended to do. Ttie class will
try to arrive at a consensus which will be oonpared with
the actual result.
No prerequisite is necessary as the course will deal primarily
with the practical affect of the law in meeting cenroen problems,
one would expect to encounter so that hunan experience will be
on rather than familiarity with the particular laws.
Archeology and Physical Anthropology
A survey of man from his earliest known origins to the
beginning of civilization. Such things as the changes in
the human body over time and developnent of culture will
be included.
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Historical Anthropology
History and anthropology are ocrobined to show how whole
societies change ever time, in this course, the focus
will be changes in life of the American Indian. Text will
be assigned.
Cultural Anthropology
An introduction to the stucty of man's cultured herit^e
through a consideration of the principal sub-diciplines
in the field of anthropology: 1. Elementary social
structures with emphasis on structural-functional analysis
of basic organizational societies 2. Political systans
with en^^iasis on the political evolution of development.
Several Ethnographic exaarples will be discussed. 3. Cem-
parative Religions systems with an enphasis on the religions
beliefs and practices of primitive peoples with special
reference to symbols and value systems. Various religious
beliefs of more ocarplex societies will also be discussed.
4. Ethnology, A corparative considerations of various
primitive societies with enphasis on the range of social
and cultural variation.
Culture and Personality
A detailed study of culture as a factor in personality and
character formation. Anthropological theories will be con-
sidered in relation to such concepts as "self" "personalil^"
and character. The interrelationships of anthropology and
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Culture and Personality (ocan'd)
psychology will be considered as well as its importance
for ccnparative (cross cultural) studies of socicLLization,
change and ethnopsychiatry. Uie univers2iL merit of various
psychological principles will be tested on the basis of
ethnographic data. Several primitive societies will be
discussed in ccnparison to more ocmplex societies.
Introduction to Psychology
An introduction to psychology as the science of behavior
an enphasis cai such concepts as growth and development.
Motivation and emotional behavior, perception learning
theories and thinking. Individuality and personality,
health, conflict, adjustment and mental health, conflict,
adjustment and mental he2dth, behavior disorders and
theraputic methods, social behavior and pjara psychology,
careers and methods in the field of psychology.
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Course Description
Science Department
Fundamentals of Science
This is a general course covering the major areas of
science: biology, chemistry, physics, earth science and
oceanology. It will provide the necessary background
that will help the student achieve success in the specific
science courses. It will help to develc^ the scientific
skills of problem solving, manipulative skills of the
laboratory and research techniques.
Biology Part I And II
This course will cover the areas of all living things.
It will include studies in animal life and plant life,
with attention to ^lysiology, ecology, and heredity. It
will demonstrate the relationship of structure and function
in laboratory experiences will include use and care of
laboratory tools, including the microscope, making ob-
servations and setting up laboratory experiments, field
trips may be included cis the need arises.
Ehemistry II
This course is intended cis a continuation for students
who began in September and will si:pply sufficient prepara-
tic»i for subsequent courses in chemistry. There will be
a brief study on the principles and theories and law of
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Chemistry II Con'd
chemistry, Erphasis will be placsed on the atonic structure,
c^hfimical bonding, chemical equilibrium, solutions and
ionization. The laboratory work will enable the student
to reenforce the theoretical concepts on an individual
basis and help develop manipulative skills.
Chemistry I
Intended for people who have not conpleted the first course
in chemistry with a passing grade or those who are beginning
the study of chemistry totally new. OMs applies
to this course cilso.
Physics I And II
Physics is designed for independent thinking and is basically
college pr^>aration. Tlie various concepts to be stressed
are the fundamentals, principles and laws of mechanics,
heat, sound, light, magnetism and electricity. The labo-
ratory exercised will help the student develop manipulative
techniques as well as some familiarity with equipment used
in piiysics. Guest lecturers will also demonstrate prac-
tical c^lications of theories learned.
Oceanology II
This course is designed as a suirvey of the field of
oceanology. Topics to be covered will deal with appli-
cation of chenistry, physics, and biology to the study
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Oceanology II Con'd
of the sea. Qrphasis will be placed on the interaction
of the ocean and man. This is considered as an ecological
study with the zoology, botany and chemistry that are
adapted to the environment. Classes will include field
trips and films.
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Course Descxiptican
Art Department
Art Workshop
Essentially, the concept of the art workshop is to pro-
vide a situation v^ierein stiidents can extend and/or
develop their abilities through a greater understanding
of the elements of art, such as line, shape, movement,
mass and volume and the materiails/techniques that are
appropriate for visual problems. The following areas
are covered;
Painting
The purpose of the painting course is to enable students
to develop their own style of working and an understanding
of the functioning of the two dimensional surface. Any
kind qC paint will be used.
Drawing
To provide each student with the realizaticn that each
of them has the ability to draw. . .to expose students
to the various styles of drawing.
Sculpture
The materials used will range from plaster, cement, clay,
wood to various and sundry items that one finds, plus, an
understanding of three dimensional design principles.
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Leather Craft And Jewelry Making
The pncpose of this oourse is to expose students to inater-
icds and tools viiich will enable -them to produce items
that are both practical and aesthetic.
Art History
An investigation into Idle styles of art that nan has
made, beginning with the Egyptians up to the present.
Advertising Art
Ultimately, this oourse is designed to enable students
to develop a sound understanding of layout and poster
design, plus the ability to letter.
Aesthetics
An introduction into vardxiae ideas concerning beauty;
and with standards of value that are used in determining
what is either good or bad.
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Course Etescription
Media Departinent
Radio and Televisim Workshop
The en^Aicisis of this course will be journalism—finding
our vdiat is happening and learning hew to present this
information to various kinds of audiences.
IliDse students wbo are primarily interested in radio will
have an opportunity to prepare one or more tapes for broad-
Ceist on radio station WBAI.
Those students who are primarily interested in video (T.V.)
will prepare video tapes for shewing at Harlem Prep, and
at various universities.
Guest lecturers from radio station WBAI will cissist us
in learning interviewing and journalistic skills. Other
skills to be mastered are: use of the T.V. camera, sound
recording, sound and video editing, scripting and pre-
production planning.
This course is a pre-requisite for Etlnmaking.
EUmnaking
This course is c^3en ohly to students v^io have success-
fully ccnpleted a course in television. Hie students who
will take this course have already planned during the fall
of 1970 the film they will produce this term. Hiey have
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fi-litinaking Con'd
also raised the money needed to cover all film and
equipment eiqjenses.
Ihe ocn|}leted film t^ill be about 30 minutes, in color,
and will tell the story of H2u:lem Prep. The purposes of
the film are to help redse money to keep the Prep open
next year and to help others interested in alternative
education (students, p>arents and teachers) by shewing what
is special here at Harlem Prep,
Oonnianication Education or Propaganda??
Mass Media is cleverly used to sometimes educate and seme-
times persuade. This course will explore the various
techniques used in the printed media (newspapers, magazines,
conic books) radio, TV and movies to acoonplish these ends.
Classes will meet three times a week for one hour, during
that time we will analyze examples of these mass media
with the aid of printed matter, sound and video tape.
H:ie enphcisis will always to put first on the personal
(private) experience. We will strive towards self aware-
ness and then groip awareness of how we are affected by
these influences.
Homework will consist of a short written review of an out-
side reading or viewing (TV series or movie or radio to
be handed in once a week.) The term paper will be based
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Cairomication Education Or Propaganda Ccm'd
on these short weekly reviews and outside reading from
cissigned books, i^cdn, the enphasis will be first on the
perscxial experience and then on the outside reading.
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APPENDIX II
College and Oiiversity
PlacOTents
Columbia University Ifesleyan University
Pratt Institute of Technology Kirkland College
City Ifiiiversity Loyola University
State l*iiversity New Paltz Barber-Sootia College
State University Alfred Springfield College
State t&iiversity Cc±)leskill University of Vermont
Gannon College Shaw IMiversity
San Jose State College Cornell IMiversity
Kentucky State College Drexel University
Northrcp Institute of Technology Rollings College
New York Institute of Technology Ha^7ard University
Lincoln University Manhattanville College
Marymount Manhattan Brooklyn College
University of the Ne^v \^rld Queens College
Clark University Morehouse College
LeMoyne College Loyola University, Chicago
St. Xavier College Eisenhower University
Nathaniel Hawthorne College Fisk University
Fashion Institute of Technology Lafayette College
Briarcliff College Antioch College
Pace College Long Island
University
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Melphi University New York University
Ilamshire College Harvard University
North Carolina Central State Custavus TNdolphus
School of Visual Airts Lehman College
Queensborough CcKinunity College Northeastern College
Gettysberg College I!unter College
Wilmington College State University Buffalo
tfrdversity of Chicago ^'fcoster College
Fcdrfield University Bryn Mawr
I-Jewark School of Fine Arts Camegie-Mellon
Ithaca Iforthwester University
Manhattan School of f^usic Utica College
University of Massachusetts New Paltz ITniversity
University of Pennsylvania Harpur College
Connecticut College for I'Jomen Stonybrook College
Johnson C. Smith University of Wisconsin
C. W. Post College Hofstra
Franklin and Marshall College Bradford Junior College
Old Westbury Brooklyn College
Diablo Valley College Berkley University
Boston College Friends VJorld College
Elmhurst College Mcirish College
Fairleigh Dickerson University Mcantclair State
College
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